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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, September 6, 1969

Tigers Roll Over Fulton Co.
With Well Balanced Offense
September 6 is the last day
to register to vote in this year's
Nov. 4 election.
With this in mind, Gov. Louie
B. Nunn urges all unregistered
Kentuckians to avail themselves
of the opportunity of being
heard from at the polls.
Calloway Countians should
register at the County Court
Clerk's office in the courthouse.
The office will be open until
5 p. m. this afternoon.
County races that will be
decided in November are for

say the chair1 is more apt
f than the orMacPhail

State Representative, Magistrate from District 3 and City
Prosecuting Attorney.
Nominees in the State Representative race are Guy Lovins
on the Democratic ticket and
Max Hurt on the Republican
ticket.
William Fandrich Rep., Laces
Lenis Hale (Dem) in the Magistrate race and Democrat Paul
Shapiro is opposed by Harold
Hurt (Rep.) in the contest for
City Attorney.
Kentuckians this year will
elect a State Auditor, 100 State
Representatives, 19 of 38 State
Senators, county and city of
ficials, Circuit Judges and othei
local candidates.
Two proposed amendments tc
the State Constitution will bc
on the ballot.
One would provide for an
nual instead of biennial meetings of the Legislature. The
other would assess agricultural
and horticultural land accord(Continued on Page Eight)
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Jenkins Lloyd Jenes,opeesident
of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States and Editor and Publisher of the Tulsa
Tribune is an erudi•te man with
plenty of common sense.

Red Cross Begins
Christmas Shopping
For Service Men

Stephen Foust Wins
CPA Certificate

Stephen C. Foust, formerly
of Murray, received a certificate as Certified Public Accountant at ceremonies in Louisville, Kentucky Friday, September 5. Foust successfully
completed the CPA e:camination given last May.
He is employed by Ernst k
Ernst, Louisville, Kentucky.
The presentation was made
by Sam W. Lyverse, President
of the State Board of Accountancy at a dinner meeting of
the Kentucky Society of Certified Public Accountants at the
Executive Inn. Mr. and Mrs.
Foust were guests of the Ken
Good to talk with Buford Hurt tucky Society. Harry Lances
ter, Athletic Director at the
University of Kentucky, add
ressed this state-wide meeting

Says Jones: "Our economy is
like an atomic pile. The heat
Is rising. The Geiger counters
are growing noisier. But we are
still some distance from the
runaway, uncontrollable reaction that will produce utter disaster. We still have time to
drive in she graphite rods that
will control the fission and deliver, not explosion, but useful energy".

•

Dwain Rogers, president at
the Calloway County High School Future Farmers of America
chapter met with executive
members of the New Providence, Wranglers, and Calloway
Riding Clubs Wednesday night
and plans were made to conduct a riding show on Saturday, September 20, at the Wranglers Riding Club.
Members helping to plan the
show were Gary Wicker, Frank
Fennel, James Puckett, Jerry
Crouch, and Keys McCuiston.
The group decided to make
this an annual affair. Last year
the show was held at the New
Providence Riding Club. Next
year it will be at the Calloway Riding Club.
A charge will be made for
entries and cash prizes will be
given. First place winners will
receive thirty per cent of the
total entry fee, second place
will receive twenty per cent,
third place ten per cent, and
fourth place five per cent.
In addition to an interesting
program, the concession stand
will sell hamburgers, hot dogs,
ice cream, candy home made
pie, popcorn, and cold drinks.
The program will begin at
four p. m. on September 20. The
admission will be one dollar
per car load of people.
The entire proceeds of this
(Continued on Page Eight)

rural ing to Lester Nanny, postmashundred
Thirty-two
mail boxes are served by the ter.
These routes are being reeight rural mail carriers from
the Murray Postoffice, accord- worked by the local postoffice
authorities and officials from
the regional office at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Postmaster Nanny said the
eight routes are being adjusted
to make some of them shorter
and others longer.
Patrons on the route will be
notified of their new route
number and box number if
Mrs. Carl A (Hazel) Arte- their route is changed.
The two routes out of the
berry of Murray Route Six was
Postoffice have been
Kirksey
at
Friciay
death
by
claimed
12:20 p. m. at the Western Bap- consolidated into one route
with the regular mailman betist Hospital, Paducah.
The deceased was 51 years ing Kenneth Palmer. While he
The Third Annual Meeting
of ay. She was born Novem- is recovering from heart surof the Trustees of the Western
ber 29, 1917, in Centralia, L11.,
Kentucky Regional Mental Healand was the daughter of the
th and Mental Retardation Adlate John D. Johnson and Elva
visory Board, Inc. will be held
Rom Johnson. She was a memat the J. U. Kevil Mental Healber of the Sugar Creek Baptist
th and Mental Retardation CenChurch.
ter in Mayfield, at 7:30 p. m.,
Survivors are her husband,
on Thursday September 11.
Carl A. Arteberry of Murray
The Board will seat newly.
Route Six; one daughter, Mrs.
A two oar collision occurrea
James C. (Janice) Barnett of Friday at 4:30 p. m. on South elected Trustees from each of
Murray Route Six; one son, 4th Street, according to the in- the 9 counties: Calloway, BalJerry Carl Arteberry of Rock- vestigating report filed by the lard, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
port, Ind.; three brotheri, Law- officers of the Murray Police Hickman, Livingston, McCrackrence Johnson of Cheyenne, Wy- Department. No injuries were en, and Marshal, comprising the
Region and will select new ofoming, Jun Johnson of Padu- reported.
cah, and J. D. Johnson of LedCars involved were a 1962 ficers for the coming year. The
better; four grandchildren, Ja- Ford boar door sedan owned by Regional Board supervises the
of comprehensive
mie and Carla Barnett of Mur- Raymond Crawford, 405 South operation
ray Route Six and Alan and 12th Street, and driven by Doro- mental health and mental reEric Arteberry of Rockport, thy Suiter Burkeen, 111 South tardation Centers throughout
12th Street; and a 1969 Pontiac the Region.
The Hon. Dale H. Farabee,
Funeral services will be held two door hardtop driven by
Sunday at two p. m. at the cha- Jimmie Musgrow of 217 Spruce M. D., the Commissioner of
Mental Health, will be the featpel of the Blalock-Coleman Fu- Street, Murray.
ured
speaker for the dinner
neral Home with Elder Arlie
Musgrove had pulled into the
Lorimer and Rev. Gerald ()Men curb to park, said he opened his meeting and is expected to disofficiating.
door to get out of car and fail- cuss State plans for the coming
Pallbearers will be Edward ed to see the Ford going south bi-ennium.
"The theme for the meeting,
Lee, James Johnson, Howard on South 4th Street, according
Johnson, George Black, Frank to the police report. The Ford 'A Year of Challenge in Region
Parrish, and Paul D. Jones.
hit the Pontiac in the left door, I', said a spokesman expresses
the desire of the Regional BoInterment will be in the Unity the police report said.
Cemetery with the arrangeDamage to the Fords was on ard to remain the leader in the
ments by the Blalock-Coleman the right front bumper and:fen- fields of community treatment
Funeral Home where friends der and to the Pontiac on the for the emotionally disturbed
and the mentally retarded"
may call.
left side

Death Claims
Local Woman

Mental Health Board
To Meet Thursday
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Two Car Collision
Occurs On Friday

The 1969 Murray High Tigers got to the FultOn one yard line
began their grid season last in six plays where Mike Ryan
right with a 40 to 2 victory slashed across for the score.
over the Pilots of Fulton Coun- Jimmy Brandon kicked the exty. The greatly improved Pilot tra point to make it 27 to 2.
For the last score of the
squad engineered by quarterback Doug Nickell gave the quarter, Paul Bryant set it up
Tigers a good battle through- with a pass interception at the
out the game in spite of the Fulton 24 yard line. Danny Carroll slipped through the Pilot
one sided score.
The Tigers showed flashes of defense to reach the 7 yard
brilliance at times throughout line and Johnny Williams hit
the game in the running of Dan- the line on the next play for
ny Carroll, Porter McCuiston the score. The extra point pass
and jimmy Brandon. The de- attempt was no good.
Coaeh Ty Holland brought in
fense improved- let the game
progressed, especially in t he reserves for the final quarter
of the ball game and they pushpass department.
Murray's first score came ed over the final score with
with 4:28 left in the first quar- 7:01 left in the game.
ter. The Tigers received the
Fulton had kicked out to the
ball on the kickoff and in five Murray 39. David Hughes, Monplays moved from the Fulton ty Cathay and David Fitch
48 yard line to the 19. Danny showed up well as they moved
Carroll sprinted over for the the ball down to the Fulton 7
TD and 'Jimmy Brandon ran yard line. Mike Ryan bulled his
over the extra point, picking up way through the line to make
two.
the score from the seven. Mike
The Tigers racked up six encored with an extra point
More points with the clock run tq end ,he scoring at 40 to
-showing 148.--its -the-first period. When Fulton failed to
Murray High's Porter McCuiston (33) is using e straightThe game ended with Fulton
move, Murray took the ball on threatening once again only to
arm to get around Fulton County's James Moore (35). Comtheir own 44 and in seven plays, bog down on the Murray two
ing up on the right to give Moore a helping hand is TomMcCuiston, Brandon and Car- yard line where Murray took
my Turnbow (16) of the Pilots.
roll lugged it to the Fulton 5 the ball on downs.
(Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon)
where MeCuiston sped over for
Murray atempted only one
the score. The Pilots were wait- pass in regular play and it
ing for Jimmy Brandon as be failed. As the game progressed,
tried to run over the extra the Tigers' red dog tactics impoint and stopped him cola:
proved to nullify the keen passThe only score in the second ing of Nickell.
period came as Fulton trapped
The Murray defense, how at
Carroll behind the goal line for first, picked up as the game
a safety and two points. Fulton moved on. The Fulton ball carcampaign into its had moves] the ball well gain- rier was brought down several
Communisi
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
second day. The intensified ing ground on a Nickell to times with the combined efforts
SAIGON (UPI) — Communshellings started late Thursday Moore pass. As they neared the of Buzz William, Jimmy Branist trops early today launched
night only a short time after Murray goal line they fumbled don and Richard Blalock. James
their heaviest attack in a year
Viet Cong announced they the ball and Barry Stokes re- Pigg, Hollis Clark, Paul Bryant
the
on the city of Da Nang and
would start observing a 72-hour covbered for Murray on the 5. and Van Haverstock all played
surrounding Allied military bas- cease-fire at I a.m. Monday (1
Danny Carroll hit the line a good game.
es. A ground assault against a
one time for no gain and on the
p.m. EDT Sunday).
Caught off guard early in the
U.S Marine Corps jail killed
The South Vietnamese and ext try he was downed behind game by the quick passes of
wounded
and
three Americans
the goal line. This was the only Doug Nickell, the Tiger pass
(Continued on Page Eight)
61.
score for Fulton for the night. defense corrected this b y
Murray High marked up their knocking down the ball and
At least 14 rockets smashed
third TD with 4:45 left in the getting behind the ball carinto Da Nang City, South Vietthird quarter. Fulton was in rier. Dan Anderson at one point
nam's second largest, killing 17
trouble and failing to gain kick- in the fading seconds Of the
civilians and wounding 12
Hasten Wright of Stella is a ed out to Murray and Porter second quarter threw the ball
others: Reports said seven of
the dead were children. It was patient in the V. A. Hospital McCuiston took the ball on his carrier for a ten yard loss as
the first shelling of the north- in Marion, Ill. He has been ill own 35 yard line. Picking up he took in a Nickell pass. Hol
ern coastal city in nearly three since mid-July and was a patient his blockers, McCuiston, in a lis Clark also made a good pass
at the local hospital for four good change of pace perform- defense play in the third permonths.
weeks.
ance, sped around right end to iod throwing the pass receiver
comHospital
Naval
U.S.
The
Wright is suffering from a go all the way making it 20 to for a two yard loss.
pound on the edge of Da Nang
the treatment 2.
Tripp Williams, the Tiger 205
received at least one round, back ailment and
of his stay at Maror
duration
Murray picked up two more pound end, put in a good night's
reports
of
no
were
there
but
unknown at this time. touchdowns in the third period, work both on offense and decasualties or damage. A direct ion is
For those who would like to une with 3:56 left and the fense.
hit on a South Vietnamese arwrite his address is Alfred H. other with 2:05 left.
The Tiger squad sprung sevmy ammunition supply dump
Wright, Ward 301, Veterans Beginning on their own 36
near the Da Nang River sent
(Continued
on Page Eight)
Administration Hospital, Mar- yard line, the Tigers, moving
huge fireballs into the night
ion, Ill.
behind McCuiston, and Carroll
sky.
The U.S. Command in Saigon
said the Da Nang assaults were
the heaviest in the area since
Aug. 23, 1968. They said total
American casualties were three
killed and 112 wounded.
The attacks carried a new

Shopping early for Christmas
begins today, at the Calloway
County Red Cross Chapter, for
the 4th successive year.
"Santa's helpers" here will
join with Red Cross volunteers
in some 1,600 communities throughout the United States it
-Vietnam Shop Early, 1969,"
the Red Cross program which
annually provides a sufficient
number of holiday gift-filled
bags for each American serviceman and woman who is in South
Vietnam during the Christmas
holidays.
"Again this year the Red
Cross is asking other community service organizations, religious groups, business firms and
individuals to join in helping
to collect the items needed to
fill the bright colored drawstring bags which local volunteers will make," said Lester
Nanny, chairman of the Calloway County Chapter.
"The Red Cross Shop Early
project is just one way Americans can show that they care
about our young men and women serving in South Vietnam,"
Nanny said.
The local chapter has been
asked by the national organization to provide 200 of the
bags. Last year many community groups and individuals in
Calloway County participated in
the project.
Among the most useful items
the servicemen enjoy finding
in a Christmas gift bag are
ballpoint pens, plastic soap
cases, small address books,
washcloths, hail clippers, plastic snapshot holders, plastic cigarette cases and toothbrush
holders, and small vacuum-pack
ad tins of nuts or candies. Each
chapter participating in the Red
Cross project selects at least
The Kentucky State Real
eight items to be included in
Commission 1969 seminEstate
the bags they fill.
ar will be held on Thursday,
Each bag will also contain a
from 9:15 a.m.
holiday greeting card listing September 18
p.m. at the Kentucky
1:30
to
the contributor and the name
Center in
of the chapter where the bag Fair and Exposition
-Louisville.
was made and filled.
The seminar is free to anyThe Christmas project must
wishing to attend and is
one
be completed by September 30,
for all real estate
especially
the deadline for shipping bags
salesmen.
For further information call the brokers and
most interesting
the
Among
chapter office 753-1421 or 753
speakers will
educational
and
4395, today!
be Robert W. Semenow, noted
lawyer and author. He is recognized as the top real estate
license law authority in the
United States and his book,
"Questions and Answers on
Real Estate" is well known in
The New Providence Church
the real estate profession.
of Christ will he engaged in a
Gospel me-Ming September 814, with Jay Lockhart doing
the preaching.
Lockhart, now the preacher
for the Glenwood Church of
thaliwpd Prow lairraibelliasht
Christ in Tyler, Texas, is well
known in Calloway County havThe weather will be generally
ing served as minister for the
New Providence, Green Plain 'fair and mild through Sunda
and
Seventh
and
Poplar in Kentucky with a few after
noon showers in the eastern
churches of Christ.
section of the state.
The time for s ervices
Highs today will be in the
CHEERLEADERS — These six girls are the cheerleaders for Murray High this year.
be 745 each evening. The public is cordially invited to at 80s to low 90s. Lows tonight in Kneeling are (left to right) Kathy Crider, Leah Fulton and Cindy Colson and standing
the 60s to low 70s.
are (left to right) Ruth Titsworth, Jennie Bark Sr and Susan Johnson.
tend.

Heaviest Attacks In A Year
Launched Da Nang By Reds

Hasten Wright Is
Hospital Patient

Real Estate Seminar
Planned This Month
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Or Public Voice items which. In our opinion, are not for the best
t• Interest of our readers.

By Estelle Spiceland
September 4, 1969

NORTHVIETNAM

HANOI

HAIPHONG
LAOS
pRABANG
I do enjoy Darrell Shoemaker's
, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., IMO
LUANG
:
A - Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Ltfe Bldg., New York, N.Y. "Let Me Write" column,so when
PONDER LOW RATE
there's no room for both of our
Stepheneon Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
OF INFILTRATION
letters, print his.
FROM THE NORTH
Mitered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tzansinineion SS
Last weekend history's pages
Second Class Matter
DONG
were turned backwards many
TERROR BLASTS
OI
• SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per years when Mrs. Otis Eldridge
WOUND 46 SOUTH
' Month $1.5.2 In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $6:601 with Laverne and Lerline Bucy
VIII SOLDIERS,
HUE
13 CIVILIANS
FIRST MUTINY REPORT:
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elaewhere $16.00. All service subscriptions
stopped by a moment.
NANG
DA,
AT DA NANG
AFTER DAYS OF BATTLE
quiet
my
Lerline
was
Eldridge
VALLEY
IN SONG CHANG
'The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
TAM KY
FIVE GIs REFUSE ATTACK
little student at Pine BluffSchool
Integrity of its Newspaper'
ORDER, BUT FINALLY GO
OUANG NGAI
once. She and her husband have
been teaching in California, but
YEAR'S WORST TERRORISM:
PHU CAT
SATURDAY — SEPTEMBER 6, 1969
were leaving last Monday for
CONG THROW FOUR GRENADES
001 NHON
INTO TOWN MEETING NORTH
Swaziland, Africa, where LaverPLEIKU
OF PHU CAT, KILLING 24
ne is to teach agriculture for the
AND WOUNDING Si CIVILIANS
NHA TRANG
next two years. His address is to
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be P. 0. Luyengo, Swasiland,
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Africa,
Then as I am that unpreciictable kind of person who likes
to visit different churches for I
LAST OF 25,000
Mrs. Allie Turner, age 80, died September 3 at the home of her
have some very dear acquainGI WITHDRAWALS
daughter, Mrs. Ruby Hendon.
GONE,
SAYS SAIGON
very
SOUTH
tances
a
attended
in
all,
I
The Murray High School Tigers won their first game of the
ConNew
enjoyable
the
service
at
VIETNAM
Stadium.
Holland
at
....season over Halls, Tenn., 22 to 6
cord Church of Christ Sunday.
Leslie Holmes Ellis, William E. Dodson, Donald B. Hunter,
Bro. Pigue reminded us that
Cyrus S. Layson, David L. Pinson, (Ads P. Valentine, and Charby
our lives we could contribute
Ft.
at
Camp
Summer
Army
les P. Shields have returned from
or detract from the glory of
. George C. Meade, Maryland.
the church.
Miss Shirley Joyce Chiles, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H. C.
One of the many visitors I
Chiles, was married to Robert Gerald Humphreys on August
met at church was the youngest
21 at the First Baptist Church.
son, Richard, I think, of the late
Calvin Stubblefield. This brother
of Matt Stubblefield was from
Denver, Colorado.
How I wish that all churches
could do as Paul begged in -I Corinthians 1:10 when he said "I beLEDGER & TIKES PILE
seech you that there be no division among you".
There was lots of traffic durThe third Missionary Education Institute ofthe Kentucky Woman's ing the Labor Day weekend, but
Christian Missionary Society will be held next week at Wells no one enjoyed the holiday more
• Hall, Murray State, according to Rev. Robert E. Jarman, minister than I.
of the First Christian Church.
I toured the old farm with my
..,f_for Greater Yields, Cover Your Fields" will be the theme in hosband while he mended
• the community cover crop meetings starting at Alma on September fence. I found a lovely wooded
9.
knoll where an old house once
• , Miss Patricia Loafman was honored at a pasty on her seventh stood and thought what a beautif.::birthday by her mother, Mrs. Garnett Loafman.
ul place for a new house. Then I
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin were the guests of Mr and Mrs. remembered that plans were
..gFrank R. Ellis of Washington, D. C., last week.
for the young. Our next house
may be a cabin in the corner
of Glory Land, but his is a
beautiful world if man will allow
ARABS STUDY STRATEGY—Iraqi Deputy Premier Saleh Mehdi
It to be.
Amash (left t, who is representing his government in the
Congratulations to Uncle Sam
four-power conference in Cairo, talks with President Gamal
LEDGER h TIMES FILE
McClure on having his birthday
Abdel Nasser of the United Arab Republic. The Arab nations
celebrated by his family at the
(Egypt. Jordan. Syria and Iraqi are considering economic
City Park Sunday.
• .4 Radiophoto)
and military strategy against Israel.
Best wishes to the newlyweds,
Headlines in this week's issue: "Second World War Begins, With
Jim Pat Wilson and Janice Con'France and Great Britain, Germany Warring Principals".
. Deaths reported this week are Baus Story, age 58, Mrs. Lue ley Wilson who now are at home
Housden, age 93, Mrs. Leila Bell Rogers, age 55, Mrs. Dellis. in the former Joe Montgomery
; Shipley, age 74, Frank Rogers, age 73, Miss Emma Lou Dexon, house.
Mr. Bobby Allen is having his By United Press International
age 25, U. T. Lamb, age 25, L. R. Lamb, age 20, C. B.(Bun)
class write New Concord hisRaley, age 50, and Raymond Blalock, age 21
Members of the Murray Woman's Club are receiving wide tory again. Only most of the old- Today is Saturday, Sept. 6,
z• recognition through the distribution of their cook book published er generation is gone.
the 249th day of 1969 with 116 to
I came to live in our Concord follow.
--In December.
- The Calloway County Home and Agricultural Fair will open corner after 1940. Our garage
The moon is between its last
'September 28 and continue through September 30. The premium apartment later became "over quarter and new phase.
a grocery" apartment. Rainey
:list is approaching the $1,000 mark.
The morning stars are Venus
Lovins put in a
.Delco plant so and Saturn.
is we had electricity first, and
The evening stars are Mercutherefore could sell the first ice ry, Mars and Jupiter.
cream so could hardly scoop it On this day in history:
into cones fast enough for the In 1620, 149 P lgrimAtet sail
crowds.
from England for the New
Now after almost 29 years in World.
that apartment from which we In 1901 President McKinley
He that sliewed thee, 0 man, what is good; and what cloth the Lord could look down on the changes was shot and critically wounded .
require of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk which a black top road brought, in Buffalo, N.Y. He died eight
moving Concord down or the days later.
humbly with thy God? - Micah 6:8.
This is a big order, but it is the common denominator of good highway, our apartment is empty In 1909 word was received ".•
and we have moved to a larger that Adm. Robert Peary had ,
citizenship.
e
louse.
discovered the North bpole five -A
Another recent change is after months earlier on April 6, 1909,
Voodoo in a modern setting 13 years of being janitor at New
In 1966 Premier Henrich
The Young Americans singing
is
the
major element in a new Concord School, Kelley Smith is Verwoerd of South Africa was ...!
group, which has appeared on
dramatic serial called "Strange retiring and Mr. and Mrs. Lee assassinated.
p numerous television programs Paradise"
that has been produced Finney are employed.
since being formed in 1962, will
for the syndication market. The
Another change in property
r get a video special of its own Canadian
Broadcasting Corpor- was the sale of Locke MontgoA thought for the day— Blaise
to be aired on the ABC network ation and
three American tele- mery of the lot adjoining Sulphur Pascal said, "We know the
during the new season.
vision firms are behind it.
Spring Church to Mary and Maud truth, not only by the person,
Nance whose mother, the former but by the heart."
Emma Lovins, once lived at this
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
old place.
Strange how as we grow older, passersby. Even the old stair
OUW WOO= DOU
ACROSS
5-Unit
ODA UMXIM 00U old ties ,to the past become str- rail is gone, and dilapidation is
6-Artificial
MEW' UOURROU onger and mertiories fonder.
1-Brick-carrying
language
complete.
7-Furnish with
device
ODUE1 MOO
The old Nevils
We had hoped that the old Spice4-Golf cry
money for
church
momariu
mum land house left Between the Lakes moved to Walnut Creek
8-Priest's
support
Grove
is to
Lev
mumu
limma
8-PerformI
vestment
000 ODOM OGIV would be restored by TVA but bit be the scene of a reunion Sun9-Note of scale
11 -Female sheep
10-Stopping device
12-Later
MOO MUM SO by bit it is being taken away by day, September 7.
14-Cravats
13-Vehicle

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

30YearsAgoThisWeek
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McCormack
Not To
Seek Post

nolds, Mr. and Mrs. Thompson, the former Ethel Mae Paschall, visited Mr. andMrs.Oman
Paschall and Mrs. Ella Morris
Monday afternoon.
Irvin Owen is a patient in Nobles Hospital.
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and
WASHINGTON UPI - Speaker
September 3, 1969
Mrs. Morris Jenkins, and sons,
Mike and Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. John W. McCormack already has
Well after so long I'm back Tommy Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. established that he can lick any
with a bit of news. I have been Ralph Gallimore, Mr. and Mrs. man in the House. Many memso busy with canning and freez- Gaylon Morris and granddaught- bers assume he won't feel the
ing and no time to collect the er, Michelle, Mr. and Mrs.Oman need to prove it again by seeknews.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuy- ing election as speaker for a
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Morris, kenctall visited Mrs. Ella Morris sixth time. So the question now
Mr. and Mrs. Will Morris from Sunday afternoon.
is, who will succeed him?
East Prairie, Mo., Mrs. KatherAt the moment the liberal block
Mrs. and Mrs. Odelle Hopkins
ine Morris of St. Louis, Mo., and children of Chicago,
looks to pine-sized Rep. Carl
Ella visited last week with Mr. and Albert, D-Okla., now the Demospent Sunday with Mrs
\
Morris. Other recent visitors Mrs. Tom Wilson and Mr. an cratic floor leader , as the heir €
in the home have been Mrs.iier- Mrs. Rufus Hopkins.
apparent and duly entitled succtie Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. MorMr. and Mrs. Hopkins camp- essor. Conservatives are pushris Jenkins and sons, Mike and ed on the Lake and while there ing Rep. Wilbur D. Mills, D.
Kenny, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy they had a dinner Sunday for Ark., chairman of the Ways and
Jenldns, Sheryle Etheridge, Mr. the following: Mrs. Ovie Wil- Means Committee. Others have
and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr. son, Mr. and Mrs . Maburn Key, their lightning rods up.
and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
McCormack is 77. He will be
Mrs. Glynn Morris Orr and son, and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. De- 79 at the start of the 92nd ConMr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. rrel Wilson and children, Mr. gress. He has been speaker since
and Mrs. Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins, Mrs. 1962. But when popular Morris
and Mrs. Gaylon H. Morris, Mr. Irene Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Flo- K. Udall, D-Ark., who is 46,
and Mrs . Ralph Gallimore, and yd Hopkins and Bob Hopkins. challenged him this year on the
Mrs. Ovie Wilson,
ground the job demanded a youngEveryone enjoyed the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Farley er man, House Democrats gave
of Paducah spent Saturday with and children of Memphis,
Tenn., Udall only 58 votes to McCorMr. and Mrs. Elbert Elldns and visited Mr. and Mrs. Cooper mack's 178.
family. Glad to report Mrs. Lula Jones over the weekend.
Since January, with the rebellPaschall is being able to go
Susan Sykes spent Sunday night ion quelled, the veteran speaker
around in the house with a walker with Ruth Barrow.
has continued to demonstrate the
after a broken hip, and Miss So long every one.
I'll try to kind of stamina that makes men
Lena Kuykencall is doing fine be back soon.
dgcades his junior groan as the
being in the hospital due to pnMouse legiglates into the night.
eumonia.
McCormack, lean, gray and
Mrs. Mabel Stom and mother,
gaunt, is on the job early and
and Mrs. Minnie Adams, visited
late, daily giving his life to his
Mrs.
Ella Morris Thursday.
elderly image. On Saturdays,
They also visited Mr. and Mrs.
when most congressmen couldn't
Oman Paschall awhile.
be located by J. Edgar Hoover,
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key visMcCormack is in his Capitol
ited Odie Morris in the Murrayoffice, at work and ready to talk
Calloway County Hospital last
business with constituents. HouSunday. Enroute home they went
se members, presidents, other
by to visit Bro. Terry Sills and
officials, and even newspaperfamily and Mr. and Mrs. Venter
men.
Paschall but found no one at
But his critics complain prihome.
vately at lack of firm direction
Mrs. Thelma Byars spent Sunin the unwieldy 435-member Houday night_ with Mr. and MrS._
se. They cite evidence that House
Venter Paschall.
and Senate leaders do gpt always
Bro. Warren Sykes has been
consult. They say McCormack
on vacation for two weeks from
ponders today's problems in terhis church at Spring Hill. During
ms of Roosevelt-era solutions.
the time he and his family spent
But after analyzing January's
last weekend in Atlanta, Ga.,
unsuccessful uprising, the actisightseeing.
The
ON TRIAL IN KENYA
vist liberals now conclude that
Sunday Bro. and Mrs. Warren alleged assassin of political as long as McCormack offers
Sykes, Susan and Mitch, attended leader Tom Mboya, Nasha- himself for the job he can have
church at North Fork and on shon Isaac Ngenga Njoroge it - assuming continued DemoSunday evening they attended ch- arrives at court in Nairobi, cratic control of the House. They
urch at Hazel Baptist Church. Kenya: handcuffed between are planning now on a belief
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
two policemen. He is on trial he will not again ask for what
and son spent last weekend in for killing Mboy a, whose is generally considered to be
Atlanta, Ga., sight seeing.
death has stirred up old the nation's second most responMr. and Mrs. Autry McRey- tribal rivalries'. Cablephoto) sible job.

0)
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

I

i

g

i

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

15-Fall back
17-Speck
19 Three toed
sloth
20 Anger
21-Marth
22-Piece out
23-Communists
25-Stitch
26 Bakers
products
27 Mature
28-Nothing
29-Through
30-Proceed
31 Dealers
33-Initials of 26th
President
35-Condensed
moisture
36,Natne metal
37-Edible seed
38 Barracuda
Pr
40-Possess
41 Juncture
41f
,
ati 42 Metal fastener
43-Possesses
44-Bishopric
45-Indefinite
article
46-Ethroplan title
47-Extras
50-Roman tyrant
52 Mental knees
54-Guido's high
note
55-Transgress
56-Classify
57 Obscure

OMOUU nmumidoo
mop moo
RIM1R70 WMUOM
MOO MESON UMW
UOR Mrinf49 MOO

16-Bitter vetch
18-King of
Bashan
21'Shouts
22-Goddess of
healing
23 Tattered cloth
24-The self
35 La,,
25-Yellow oche.
37 Looked at
26-Footlike part
intently
28-Recant
38-Reach across
29•Pref,
ix. before
39-Longs for
31-Place
40-Fertile spot in
32-See eagle
desert
33-Afternoon party 41-Ocean
3.4-Male sheep
43-Exclamation

6
44 Quarrel
4E. King Arthur's
lance
47 Weight of India
48 Man's name
49 Everybody's
uncle
51 A state (abbr )
53 Note of scale

DOWN

1-Pronoun
2es in debt
3-Ciesormino
4-Doesnoli

Dietz by United Feature Syndicate,

dli

The best newsmen in the world work
for you...(because they work for us).

NIXON VISITS GOVERNORS
President' Richard Nixon
enjoys a meal while, visiting tlu
.
; National Governors Conference In Colorado Springs, Cob. From left around table
are Nixon, Mrs. Ann Lo, ArWe of Colorado Gov. John A
Love; Gov. Daniel J. Evans, Washington; Cov..Calvin L
Hampton, Iltah; Mrs. William' Guy,"wife of North Dakota's
envernor. and Gov. Rayrn-vond Shafer lf Pennsylvania.

•

Stewart Hensley, as chiet,tdiplomatic reporter for United Press International, can usually
be found right where the action is. During his 22 years of coverage of the international
scene, he has worked in 50 countries... in Asia, Europe,the Middle East and Latin America.
He has covered, to mention a few assignments, the Japanese Peace Conference,the Geneva
Conference on Laos, the Kennedy-Khrushchev meeting in Vienna arid the 1955 Afro
-Asian
Conference at Bandung. We believe you will find it reassuring to know that we, as a subscriber to UPI, bring you the most important news...from the most qualified men.
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Sports Parade

6seball
Standings

and clothes didn't interest him
much either. I imagine there
are preliminary lighters arotufd
today who own bigger and
NEW YORK (UPI)-Jack
fancier wardrobes than he did.
Dempsey has this one thing all
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Upbringing Excellent
champions have.
East
His upbringing was excellent.
He
doesn't get
W L. Pct, 0.11.
excited. It
was reflected in the respect Baltimore
93 44 .679
Particularly during a prize
Detroit
79 57 .$41 13/
1
2
he always had for others, Boston
1
2
72 62 .537 19/
fight. Especially if he isn't in it.
71 66 .51$ 2/
particularly those older than waviinglan
67 64 .496 23
Ns* Yttek .
Jack Dempsey wasn't in this
SS 02 .401 IS
himself, and by the way he Cleveland ..
prize fight and for eight rounds
West
treated his parents both before
W. L. Pct. 0.11.
he behaved exactly the way
113 52 .615
and after he became the world Minnesota .
75 29 .S.SO 71
Oakland
/
2
you'd expect. Perfectly calm.
76 A29 25
California
57
heavyweight champion. They
SS 00 .407 21
But his eyes suddenly lit up
Kansas ON
always were uppermost in his Chicago
53 10 .341I 211
50 44 372½.
the ninth round. Jack
in
Seattle .
mind.
Dempsey was getting a little
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Many things bothered Rocky
excited. You could tell by the
East
Marciano.
Some
spoke
he
W. L Pe. 0.5.
way he leaned forward in his
$4 54
Chitin*
about, some he didn't.
41
/
2
IS 57 .tr,
York
.Ng*
seat and _squinted through the'
1
2
61 .541 9/
Pittsburgn
One of the things
which St.
/
2
43 .533 101
Louis
haze of cigarette smoke around
/
2
110 .407 271
disturbed him was his idol, Joe Phliodelania
Montreal
1 95 301 42
him to get a better view of
Louis, taking a beating when he
Weld
Rocky Mercian° up there in the
came out of retirement. The
W. L. Pct. 0.11.
ring.
76 59 .543
FroncisCO
fact that he was the one who Son
.. 74 40 .552 11
Los Angeles
Dempsey watched closely, yet
73 60 549 2
Cincinnati
inflicted that beating bothered Atlanta
1
2
75 63 543 2/
seemingly off-handedly the way
70 64 .522 5/
1
2
Houston
ifim all the more.
41 95 .301 35'1
Son Diego
one master does another, as
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
"I'll always remember that,"
Mercian° sent in a left untie;
. (SEMIFINAL PLAYOFFS)
he once said. "Once I retire,
W. L. Pct
Archie Moore's heart followed I'll
.667
1
2
Columbus
never come track."
2
133
Tlelowater
quickly by a right to the head
L. Pct
W.
He didn't.
0 1
2
LoUllyille
and another lef to the jaw,
0
2
For a guy who hit so hard, Swelcuse
Moore Begins Crumbling
Rocky was really a softie
"Murderous puncher," DempYesterday's Results
underneath it all. He was
sey said, practically to himself.
deeply depressed for a long
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Even as those words were
Pittsburgh 9, Chico.° 2 (day).
time after he nearly killed
New York 5.2, Philadelphia 1-4, twi.
coming out of his mouth, Moore
Carmine Vingo in a fight late in night.
began crumbling. He grabbed 1949.
Atlanta 11. Cincinnati 2, night.
Vingo was taken to the
- Montreal 01St. Louis, nigh*
the ropes and tried making it hospital
Los AngeleS al Son Diego, night.
and he lay in critical
Sigh Francisco at Houston, night.
back up at the count of eight but it
condition. Rocky went to church
AMERICAN LEAGUE
was no use. His legs wouldn't
Night garnes:
each day and prayed for him.
Cleveland 3, New York 1. first game.
do what his heart told them to
Baltimore at Detroit.
Chicago at California.
and he fell back on the ropes as Carmine Vingo never fought
Kansas City at Seattle.
again.
He's
still
39
and
now
nnesota at Onkiond.
Harry Kessler, the referee,
Washington at Boston
partially paralyzed from the
counted 1 0 .
Neither Dempsey nor any of effects of that fight. When he
the others who saw the fight at awakened Monday morning and
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Phalodelon10 (Johnson 610) at New Their
Yankee Stadium on Sept. 21, his wife told him Marciano had (Cardwell
5-0), 1 - 15 p.m.
been
in
killed
a
he
crash,
plane
Pittsburgh
(Moose 10)121 at Chicago
1955 realized they were sitting
(Jenkins 19.11), 1:15 p.m.
in on a piece of boxing hstory didn't want to believe it at
Montreal (Robertson 4-12) at St. Louis
(Gibson 16-10), 7 p.m.
•
in on a piece of boxing history first.
Atlanta (Jarvis 10-91 at Cincinnati (Nolan
5-5). 6 p.m.
Vingo
Hit
Harde.r,
that night.
It wasn't merely
—.Sato Froncispo 4MoCirnick 9-11 at Heus(Lemaster 10-131, 7: a.m.
•
another fight; it was Rocky "`Maybe you inisuntierstooe tanLos
Anaeled (Sutton 15-13) at Son Oleo°
Marciano's last one. Seven he said to her. "Maybe it was fionw 4-3). 10 p.m.
AMERICAN LEAGUE •
somebody else."
MirMoOta II-toll II-41 at Oakland's(Dobson
310 p.m.
Mercian° and Vine> fought 20 -14.115,
.•months later, he retired.
Baltimore (Palmer 14.2) at Detroit
. Most of those who ever saw years ago and Rocky never
17.7), I am.
Washington (Coleman-115111 at Boston
- Mar ciano in the ring tend to forgot that Vingo hit him (Sean°,
5-7). 1 o.m.
Chicago (Wynne 4-51 at California tmesremember him the same way harder than any other fighter. sersmith
13.91, 10 a.m.
Kansas
(Rooker 4-12) at Seattle
Dempsey described him in that
"I don't remember a thing (Meyer 00),City
10 p.m.
New York (Bahsen II-131 at Cleveland
Moore tight. A
murderous about the fight," Carmine (Paul
5-11), 6:45 pro.
puncher. I always thought of Vingo
says
now, "but I
him as that, too, but I also remember Rocky. He was a
Bold Ruler in 1957 made the
thought of him in many other fine man."
fastest time in 41 runnings of
ways.
Marciano's first love actually
Rocky never cared much for was baseball and he even had a the Flamingo Stakes at Hialeah show as so many other fighters tryout with one of the Cubs' 1:46 flat for the I 1/8 mile
do. He didn't care about owning farm clubs in North Carolina. race.
the fastest or latest model car Later, it got around he was too slow and that
was why he
didn't make it.
"That wasn't it at all," he
IT Catif‘ TO SW, EA/JOMera 84477116; once confided. "The truth is I
couldn't hit hard enough."
Three women had a pronounced
affect
on
Rocky
Marciano's life and they were
hit mother, his wife, Barbara,
and his daughter, Mary Anne.
When he retired from the ring
in 1956, in a way he did it for
all three.
His wife never tried giving
him any advice. All She ever
told him was: "Don't get hurt."
That used to make Rocky
laugh.
"Don't worry, Barb," he'd
assure her. "I won't. I'll be all
right."
Qlec
He always was.
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
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Cardinal MVPs
ST. LOUIS (UPI) hen
pitcher Bob Gibson won the
National League's Most Valuable
Player award in the 1968 season, the selection gave the St.
Louis Cardinals a record num•Ur of 14 MVPs. Stan Musial
won it three times.
* * *
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Cubs' Mark
CHICAGO (UPI) - The
major league baseball record for
most victories in one season is
116, set in 1906 by the Chicago
Cubs, who finished 20 games
ahead of the runnerup New
York Giants.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY

Shadow Of Bobby Dodd Is
Growing Longer At Tech

011,11,‘

present.
Carson blames his problems
on the poor - quality recruiting
SOUTHERN SIDELINES
during the final Dodd years.
ATLANTA (UPI)- The Bobby Since he became head coach too
Dodd shadow, which Bud Car- late to affect recruiting his first
son tried to escape through year, Carson is lust now getting
changes in staff and style, a crop of sophomores he can
grows longer as Georgia Tech call his own.
prepares for what likely will be
Best in Years
its third straight losing season.
Carson, who has been under
Dodd, now cloistered behind fire because of the Yellow
tioned their desire to win five his athletic director's door, had Jackets' misfortunes, insists tha
By DAVID MOFFIT
games, but Shira himself re- only two losers during the 22 this year's sophomores, as a
UPI Sports Writer
to be even that optimis- seasons he was head coach of group, are the best he's seen
fused
By BRAD SMITH
STAR KVILLE, Miss. (UPI)- tic. Said Shire, "I wish one had the Yellow Jackets; none his since he came to Tech as head
United Press International
Over at Alabama, Bear Bryant said 10-0. But its difficult to last 16 years. Carson, his suc- defensive coach in 1966. And,
is
"rebuilding" because hie figure out wins; you have to cessor, hasn't had a winner.
he says the incoming freshmen
DENVER (UPI)- Four conseYou have to go all the way "are a bunch of real blue chipcutive conference trophies are team went 8-2 last season. Here have some luck in there too."
back to the early '30s, when pers."
hard to come by in any league at Mississippi State, the players "We're going to be better ofDodd became William Alexan"We've got to depend upon
in the country, but that's what are hoping that, with a little fensively, but awfully green on
defense where it looks like sev- der's assistant, to find another our sophomores," he says.
football Coach Lloyd Eaton at luck, they might go 5-5.
Of course, you've got to en sophomores may start," era in Georgia Tech football "They've got to mature in a
Wyoming will be trying to do
history as unproductive as the hurry."
realize that despite impressive Shira said.
this fall.
showings
against
the
There's a chance that as
like:S
of
And most of the coaches in
many as eight sophomores will
his Western Athletic Conference Alabama, LSU and Ole Miss.,
be starters and another half
give him a good chance to du Mississippi State didn't win a
dozen in key reserve positions.
it, something that Eaton has single game last fall.
Charley Shire, 1.47-2 after two
Two - Charles Dudish and
called the "kiss of death."
Jack O'Neill - are challenging
Still, the independent Air seasons as head coach here,
junior Jack Williams for the
Force Academy Falcons- with was asked how it felt to be a
quarterback post vacated by
18 of last year's starters back- continuous loser after being asLarry Good.
could emerge as the best team sociated with success for many
By DAVID MOFFIT
backs are the power_ types. Our
Two others - tailback speedin the Rocky Mountains despite years as a chief assistant at the
- - quarterbacks are adequate and ster Brent Cunningham, considUniversity of Terns. ,
a tough schedule. - —
LEXINGTON, Ky.(UPI)- If a we think our receivers (Phil ered the best little man at Tech
Look-Back Tendency
The WAC battle could well be
"After being used to winning coach's confidence was all that Thompson and Jim Grant) are in more than a decade, and 228decided at the first of the
defensive
end Brad
season when Eaton's Cowboys and then start getting your rear it took to be a winner, the Ken- two of the best in the SEC. pound
host the Arizona Wildcats, Sept. end kicked, you have a ten- tucky Wildcats would be the na- "We hope to do an intelligent
Bourne, who Carson insists carrShira told tional collegiate champions this job of attacking defenses. We
20, the only league team to dency to look
fall.
the
work
"Skywriters,h,...
our
boys
but
hard,
they
e
visiting
a "can't miss" label ies
defeat Wyoming last season.
Although most observers pick know we do it for a purpose.
group of sportswriteriInaking a
Pre-Season Favorites
boost
his hopes.
Wyoming, Arizona and Arizo- tour of the Southeastern Confer- the Wildcats to wind up on or We are trying to make them
However, this year dependbottom
in
Souththe
the
near
ence
winners."
teams."
na State are the pre-season
ance upon sophomores bodes ill
But, the questioner continued, for
favorites in the eight-team "But that doesn't help," he eastern Conference, Johnny Ray
a team that plays TennesWAC, with Utah given an added. "However, the record is as fired up about their chance- isn't a national championship a see, Auburn and Southern Calipreacher
at
an
backwoods
as
a
has
mat
totally
unrealistic
me
goal?
realize I'm not
outside chance,
fornia in one stretch and closes
evangelistic meeting.
"Not at all," Ray retorted.
The other WAC teams- New as good a coach as I thought
Kentucky athletic
director "Every major coach is always with Notre Dame and Georgia.
Mexico, Brigham Young, Color- I was. You have to have the
Losses Were Heavy
Lancaster
off the shooting for a national title.
tipped
vy
Hii
,..
players.
•
ado State University and Texaswas 4-6 in Carson's first
Tech
"Skywriters,"
a group of sports- Here at Kentucky we have
El Paso- are in rebuilding "My coaches really drive
two seasons and pessimists are
conference
writers
touring
the
three
themselves,"
goals
SEC
the
championShira
continued,.
states.
predicting a 3.-7 mark this time _
and tfie nation- around. They
For the first time in four "We had some dark days, football teems;about whlt they shIP,.i boil
point out that the
years, Eaton will start a season especially in the first few could expect when he intro- al title."
Jackets lost Good, their two
duced
saying,
by
Ray
"Gentlegames
No
in
Triple
Option
'68;
and
we had some
with an experienced quarterbest receivers in John Sias and
men, we have a messiah. We're
Ray was asked if he planned
back- junior Ed Synakowski. soul searching too."
Joel Stevenson and 26 of 52
to adopt the "triple option"
He has 27 returning letterman, Under Shira, Mississippi State on the way, I know this."
lettermen.
which most SEC schools are
including 13 starters from the upset Texas Tech, 7-3, in the
Bright Side
Tech's strength on offense ap1968 squad that posted a 6-1 third game of the 1967 seasonRay didn't waste any time going to this year.
pears to be at guard where
and
"Even
Houston,
hasn't
which
won
devised
since.
mark in the WAC and 7-3-0
getting to the heart of his serMike Bradley (230) and Joe
the triple option, fumbles four
State finished 1-9-0 in '67 and mon.
overall.
Vitunic hold forth. The only
Bob Weber, the new Arizona then was 0-8-2 last year with a
"I've always been the optim- or five times a game with it," other returning regulars on the
mid-seas
Ray
said.
on
"Teams
tie
with
Texas
that
put
it
Tech ist," said the former Notre
coach, will have a tough time
offensive unit are tackle Galin
matching last season's 8-2 and a closing tie with arch- Dame assistant who succeeded in without the right personnel Mumford(240) and tight end
record with road games against rival Ole Miss the only "bright Charlie Bradshaw
as head are making a mistake. We don't Steve Foster (223), a defensive
Wyoming and Arizona State spots."
coach of the Wildcats last win- have that type of people so end last year.
Tying Beats Losing
we'll leave it alone.".
plus matches against Houston
ter.
-Carson is more concerned
"Tying Ole Miss was better
I16w can he be So confident
and Syracuse.
"Never, in 20 years of coachabout his defense. Last year's
of
than
winning
losing,
in
but
view
it
of
all
the in- unit gave up an average
sure wasn't ing, both as a head coach and
Have Strong Passing Attack
of 26.3
The Wildcats will have a as good as winning," said as an assistant, have I gone in- dications that Kentucky proba- points 233.9 rushing yards and
bly
Shira's
will
be
a
loser
again.
quarterback
Tommy
strong passing attack with
to a season thinking I can't win.
368.5'
total yards per game- all
"That's the kind of person I
Mark Driscoll hurling to Ted Pharr. Pharr, a stumpy, 5-foot"It wouldn't hurt us if we
unwanted school records.
Sherwood, Mark Boche and Hal 9, 190-pound genius with the op- went to a bowl this year," Ray am," Ray replied. "No matter
But he feels the defensive
Arnasan. Weber has switched tion, is State's best hope for continued. "You don't have to what others may say, this is the secondary, where sophomores
last year's top receiver, Ron getting into the win column this have great athletes to play win- way I feel."
Rick Lewis and Jeff Ford have
Gardin, to a running back slot. year.
ning football. You can take up
been added, will be a strong
"You
wouldn't
believe the the slack with the right atti- Rupp's 800th
Frank Kush at Arizona State
point; that the linebacking, feahas
one
of the fleetest change in attitude here this tude. It's not easy to convince
LEXINGTON. Ky. (CM)- turing Buck Shiver and Bill
backfields
around, centered year," Pharr said. "Winning boys who've been losing that Adolph Rupp, the nation's win- Flowers, has talent and depth;
around fullback Art Malone, but has become the most important they can win, but we're trying." ningest basketball coach, won and that Bourne will be excepInexperienced blocking from the thing to us seniors. After all,
Power and Passing
his 800th victory when the Uni- tional.
we could win them all this year
line.
But how about your team? versity of Kentucky defeated
But what Carson really wants
and
we still wouldn't be up to Ray was asked.
The Air Force and New
University of Alabama 83- is for Tech followers 10 wait
the
Mexico State will compete for .500 for our careers here."
"We don't have the great 70 on Jan. 27, 1969 at Tusca- until next year when this year's
honors as the top independent A number of players men- speed," Ray replied. "Our loosa, Ala.
freshmen become eligible.
club in the Rocky Mountains. If
the Falcons can make it past a
tough schedule that includes
Southern Methodist, Missouri,
Wyoming, Stanford and Notre
Dame, they should grab the
honor.
A new conference, the Rocky
Mountain Athletic Conference,
makes its football debut this
fall with 15 teams from five
states.
In Two Divisions
The RMAC, an outgrowth of
the old Rocky Mountain Faculty
Athletic Conference and the
Central Intercollegiate Conference, is split into two divisions.
Two Colorado Squads, Colorado State College and Adams
State College, are the preseason choices to top their
divisions.
At the University of Colorado,
Coach Eddie Crowder could
wind up with an unbeaten
season if the Buffaloes only had
to play offense. An untested
defense will be the key to
Colorado's hopes in the rough
Big Eight battle.
Colorado's offense centers
around do-everything quarterback Bob Anderson, who had
2,128 yards total offense last
year for a big eight record. The
6-0, 208-pound Anderson has
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer

Wyoming To Mississippi State Is Hoping
Try For 4th For At Least A 5-5 Season
League Title

Kentucky Coach John Ray
Has Eye On Championship

bra
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S895

been the nation's top rushing
quarterback the past two years.

Joe L1Maggio collected a total of 91 hits during his record
56-game hitting streak of 1941.
*

THIS CASE REGULARLY SELLS FOR $16.95
AND IS IDEAL FOR THE STUDENT
OR BUSINESS MAN
Only A L imited Number Of These Cases
Are Available- Buy Yours -Today

* *

Jake ,Gibbs, New York Yankees catcher, was an All-Amerigan quarterback at.. the University of Mississippi.
* *•
•

Ernie Banks , had hit 474
home runs in a 16-year National
Baseball League career going inFormer Murray State grldder Al Giordano, right, Is shown in Princeton recently where he and his to the start of the 1969 season.
teammate Kent Reed, left, were runners up In men's doubles at a tennis meet in Princeton.
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Readers request
letter reprint

so
cb
he
Sc
wi
tr

By Abigail Van Buren

fu
b

DEAR ABBY: I am sending you a clipping I cut out of
the paper several years ago [during Korea] and I am
begging you to run it again-especially in the PACIFIC
STARS AND STRIPES.
Please send my copy back. It is tattered and practically worn out, but it's the only copy I have, and I have
carried it in my wallet for so long I feel lost without
it.
S-SGT. FROM BIG T
DEAR S-SGT.: All right, soldier, you win!

tr

DEAR ABBY: I just received a letter-from my husband
In Korea and would you like to know how something
you
wrote in your column over a year ago has helped to keep
our marriage a true one. I can best show you by quoting
a portion of my husband's letter.
"Do you remember the clipping you sent me from Dear
Abby's column when I first got over here? The one about
the soldier in Korea who wanted to know what to do about
his "physical needs" while he lap overseas? Well, I still
carry it and I've read it so many times it's worn to
shreds. It has helped to keep me strong, Honey. It's too
bad the army doesn't issue a copy to every man overseas.
They could sure save a lot of money on curing V. D. and
keep a lot of homes from breaking up."
Would you please print it again, Abby? I want to be sure
the one my husband has doesn't get too worn to read.
Thank you,
A GRATEFUL READER

P

DEAR READER: With pleasure. Here it is:
DEAR ABBY: My problem is one that bothers thousands of GIs so I hope you will print the answer because
it is needed badly. I am a happily married man with a
wonderful wife and two small children back in the states.
I have been-in Korea for four months. After living a normal
married life for three years, what is a healthy young man
supposed to do for his physical needs? There are 12 women
for every GI over here and women practically throw themselves at our feet. Don't get me wrong, Abby, I love my
wife and always will, but I have a long hitch over here,
and I am only human. This letter is sincere and I'm not
ashamed to sign my name, but if you use it, please sign me,
JERSEY
And my reply:
DEAR JERSEY: Assume for a moment that I received
the following letter: DEAR ABBY: I am a happily married
woman with a wonderful husband. and two small children.
My husband has been in Korea for four months. After
living a normal married life for three years, what is a young
healthy woman supposed to do for her physical needs?
There are plenty of men around, and when they learn that
my husband is in Korea they practically throw themselves
at my feet. Don't get me wrong, Abby. I love my husband
and always will, but he's going to be gone a long time
and I am only human.
[signed] JERSEY'S WIFE
Well, Jersey, I would tell that woman to keep as busy
as possible with her duties and as many wholesome activities
as her time and energy permit. I'd suggest reading,
exhausting physical exercise, and yes, even prayer! I'd
tell her to stay sober and to avoid temptation and to write
to you every day! And that. Jersey, is my answer to you,
and to all your buddies in the same lonesome boat.
Sincerely,
ABBY
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply write to Abby. Box 69700. Los Angeles, Cal. 9000, and
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby. Box MOO, Los
Angeles, Cal. 90869, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
for All Occasions."

Nursery Rhyme Words Can Be Used To
Describe Women Drivers In Many Ways
male assessment may be more
flattering to women than might
ordinarily be inferred...women
have a better knowledge of
NEW YORK (UPI)-"When
she was good, she was very their limitations than men."
Woehr heads a firm of
very good and when she was
management
and
consulting
bad, she was horrid."
Familiar words of a nursery psychologists in Philadelphia,
rhyme, yes. But they also aptly The tests were given at the
describe some women automo- New York Automobile Show in
bile drivers, according to a April and the results just
computer-analyzed
study
of released. The Pirelli Tire Corp.
drivers of both sexes and all sponsored them in the interests
of safer driving.
driving age groups.
One of the things indicated is The tests included driver
that the experienced over 45 records and self-rating on
woman driver
who is had is driver s' personality traits
very, very bad (she has a scaled between two extremesgreater number of violations such as 'impulsive" or "rethan
the
men) while the strained," "angry" or "friendexperienced woman driver who ly."
Not Most important
Is a good one is a very good
Woehr said the study showed
one (she has fewer bad driving
that "contrary
to popular
habits).
Aoytime a man makes a opinion, alertness is not the
important factor
remark about "women drivers, most
in
ugh!", you can toss this maintaining a safe driving
finding
him- a
at
larger record." On the basis of test
percentage of men Lan women Information, "We can only
had over 10 violations and the conclude that alert drivers do
"safest" group appears to be not necessarily have the best
women
16-25
years; they driving record with regard to
recorded fewer violations than violations. Obviously alertness
is a desirable trait. . .(but)
any other age group.
traffic violations are related
More Flattering
"Test results are not going to more significantly to attitude,
contribute to peace between the mood and personal outlook than
sexes," said Dr. Harry J. to the alertness aspect."
Woehr, a clinical psychologlkt, In the tests, Woehr found that
who supervised the testing of 'people with over 10 violations
more than 7,000 drivers. "Men had lower stability scores,
fancy themSelves safer drivers poorer attitudes and were more
than women. But the true moody."
As for attitude, the tests
meaning of this not unexpected
By GAY PAULEY
UPI Women's Editor
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Miss Carolyn Fly Exchanges Wedding
Vows With Wilson William Woolley At
St. Edwards Catholic Church, Fulton

Saturday, September 6
The Murray TOPS Club will
have a rummage sale at the
The marriage of Miss Car- tarty. Mrs. William Hennings,
American Legion Hall from seolyn Fly to Wilson William sister of the groom, presided at
ven a. m. to one p. m.
Wooley of Murray was solem- the register.
•••
nized in the St. Edwards Ca- The couple left later for a
The Tau Phi Lambda sorority
tholic Church, Fulton, on Sat- wedding trip to Florida with
will have a rummage sale on
urday, the sixteenth of August. the bride wearing a basket
side of the court
the we
at five o'clock in the afternoon. weave coat dress in white backsqaure from eight a. m. to two
The bride is the daughter of ground with brown and tan
•••
P. InMr. and Mrs. Hugh Fly of Ful- plaid. Her accessories were tan
•••
The Progressive Homemakton and the groom's parents are and she carried a rose corsage
Sunday, September 7
ers Club will meet at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Woolley from her bouquet.
The Adams family reunion of Mrs. Raymond Nall at seven
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Barnett of Colorado Springs, Colorado.
Mr. and Mrs. Woolley are
will be held at the City Park. p.m.
of Murray Route Five are the
at home at 1017 Story
now
ceremony
double
The
ring
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Miller parents of a baby girl born at
•••
A basket lunch will be served
was performed by Father Hag- Avenue, Murray.
celeMurray,
Woodlawn,
319
of
at noon. Everyone is invited
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
the Murray-Calloway County man. A program of music was
wedding anto attend.
Among the out of town guests
Order of the Eastern Star will brated their 50th
Hospital on Wednesday, Sep- presented by Miss Sarah Cath
niversary on Sunday, August
•••
were Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Heidmeet at the Masonic Hall at
tember 3, at 7:43 a.m.
erine
Hyland.
24, with an open house held at
The old Calloway County 7:30 p.m.
er, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Garrott,
The baby weighing seven
Bride's Dress
the home of one of their daugh- pounds fourteen ounces a n d
• ••
Court House will open from two
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Bryan, Miss
Given
marriage
in
by
her
to five p.m.
The Tappan Wives Club will ters, Mrs. William Bailey, 17th has been named Tammy Lee- father, the bride wore a for- Martha Guier, Miss Lolita
0 ••
Crouch, Miss Vivian Hale, and
meet at the Red Room of the and Main Streets, Murray.
ann. They have one son, JimThe couple was recipient of my Dale, age four. The father mal length gown of white or- Mrs. Sandra K. James, all of
Holiday Inn at 6:30 p.m. HosMonday, Siipternber
ganza
fashioned
with
peau
The executive board of the tesses are Mesdames Clifton many gifts and cards which is employed with the Goodyear d'ange lace on an empire bo- Murray; Emil Missaghi of BoKirksey PTA will meet at the Campbell, Jerry Crouch, Jack they appreciated very much Tire and Rubber Company, Un dice and embroidered with seed wie, Md.; Mrs. V. M. Hennings
home of Mrs. Harold Fones, Cochran, and William Edwards. Mrs. Miller wore a yellow dott- ion City, Tenn.
pearls, and with lace appliques and Miss Patricia George of
ed swiss dress with a white or• ••
Penny Road, at 1:30 p.m.
Grandparents are Mr. an d scattered over the A-line skirt. Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. F.
chid corsage.
•••
The Olga Hampton WMS of
Mrs. Harley Barnett and Mr. The chapel length mantilla of Ray McLarty and Mr. and Mrs.
Refreshments of cake and
The Calloway County Gene- tne Sinking Springs Baptist
and Mrs. Jeff Parrish, all of gossamer English net was bor- Darrell W. George of Memphis,
alogical Society will meet at Church will meet at the church punch were served from the Murray Route Three. Great dered by a wide band
of mat- Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. 0. K. Bendining room table overlaid with grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Price Doyle, at 1:30 p.m.
nett of Paducah; Steve Lambching
lace.
cloth
lace
under
white.
a
Of
• ••
124 North 15th Street, at 1:30
Henry Billington of Murray
of Evansville, Ind.; Mr. and
ert
She
carried
a
Colonial
nosespecial
interest on the table
p.m.
The Hazel Baptist Church
Route Three.
Carroll Hubbard, Jr., of
Mrs.
gay
of
white
rosebuds
and lilies
was the wedding cake and the
• ••
•• •
WMS will meet at the church
of the valley. The bride's only Mayfield; Mrs. Lou Delle Hennamber
glass
punch
gold
bowl.
The Bethany Sunday Schocl annex at 1:30 p.m. with the
jewelry was a heart engraved ings and daughter, Sheri, of
Serving at the table were
Class of the First Baptist Frances Dailey group in charge.
bracelet given to her by the Dallas, Texas; Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Debbie Miller, Miss Zan• ••
Church will meet at the home
Charles Lynn and son, Billy, of
groom.
dra
Bailey,
Miss
Decie
Bailey,
of Mrs. H. C. Chiles at seven
Group IV of the First BapMiss Margaret Omar served Benton; Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Jennifer
Miss
and
Trotter.
p.m. with Group W in charge. tist Church- WMS will meet
as maid of honor and Miss Bil- Marlowe and Miss Margot Ellis
Lovely floral arrangements
• ••
with Mrs. R. M. Dawes at two
lie Dianne Lynn, cousin of the of Jackson, Tenn.; Mrs. Noel
were
used
at
vantage
points
The First Aaptist Church p.m.
bride, served as bridesmaid. Blalock of Whitehaven, Tenn.
throughout the house. On the
• ••
WMS will begin its observance
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sister- They wore
Rehearsal Dinner
identical floor length
mantle was a picture of Mr.
of the week of prayer for state
hood entertained husbands and gowns of pale
The Goshen Methodist Church
A rehearsal dinner was given
blue,
Miller
when
Mrs.
fashioned
and
they
were
missions at the church at 9:30 WSCS will meet at the church
guests
Wednesday
evening, with empire waists,
first married and another picbordered at Park Terrace Restaurant,
a.m. Mrs. Humphrey Key is at seven p.m.
September 3, at the lake-side in white
Fulton, on Friday, August 15, at
lace.
them
Their
ture of
taken recently.
headpieces
• ••
program leader.
home of Mrs. George Hart. Mrs. were made
eight-thirty o'clock in the evenof
town
blue
of
Out
guests
net
were
centerMr.
• ••
Wednesday, September 10
A. W. Simmons, Jr. and Mrs. ed with a blue
sister, Mrs. Henry Jones
bow. They car- ing.
The Almo Elementary School
The New Concord Homemak- Miller's
Maurice Christopher were in ried Colonial
Hosts for the dinner were
nosegays
Jones,
Mr.
and
Eloise
of white
Collins, charge of
PTA will meet at the school at ers Club will meet with Mrs.
planning the barbe- roses, blue
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Woolley
mums,
LaGenia
and
and
Collins,
lilies
all
from
of
two p.m.
Charlie Stubblefield at one
cue supper. Guests were wel the valley.
of Colorado Springs, Colorado,
.
Nashville, Tenn.
•••
comed by Mrs. Hart and Mrs. Dwain McIntosh
Their
children,
Robert
of-Reidland parents of the groom-elect.
M. Christopher.
• ••
The Suburban Homemakers
Mrs. Robert Wim- served as best
Covers were laid for twentyMiller,
Mrs.
Bailey,
man
and
and RichMrs.
Club will meet at the home of
The Arts and Crafts Club will
ard Taylor of Connelton,- Ind., five members of the wedding
William Miller, were all pre- mer gave the invocation.
Mrs. Tommy Carraway, 522 meet at the homecOfullirs. Davy
Those present were Mr. and served as
sent along with all the grandgroomsman. Ushers party and out of town guests.
South 7th Street, at 7:30 p.m Hopkins, 223 South 12th Street,
Wimmer,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Hal
were
children except one, Don BaiStephen Fly, brother of The bridal couple presented
Mrs. Holmes Dunn is cohostess. with Mrs. Gatline Clopton as
who is serving in the Army. Masters, Mr. and Mrs. Harold the bride, and George Thomas gifts to their attendants.
ley
•••
hostess at 2:30 p.m.
•••
Banks, Mr. and Mrs: Don Parks, Lynn,
• ••
cousin of the bride.
• ••
The Elm
and Mrs. John Humphreys, ail
Grove Baptist
Mrs. Fly chose to wear for_
St. Leo's Cooperative NurChurch WMS will begin its ob,from Paducah. Murray memThe emphasis on fall fashions hers and guests included Dr. her daughter's wedding a pale
servance of the week of pray- sery School will meet at the
olive green crepe dress topped
er for state missions at the church at 7:30 p.m. All mothers is on long lines. There is an and Mrs. Harry Sparks, Dr. and
with a lace coat. She wore matMr. and Mrs. N. G. Towery
elongated
jackets,
look
to
of
students
church at two p.m. Mrs. Earl
and mothers of proMrs. Ralph Woods, Dr. and Mrs. ching
accessories and an orchid are spending a week with their
Lee will be program leader. spective students are urged to dresses have long sleeves, pants Ralph Tesseneer, Mr. and Mrs. (-Awage.
son and family, Mr. and Mrs.
• ••
attend as the preschool pro- have a stretched out look. W. J. Pitman, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
The groom's mother, Mrs. Jimmy Towery and
gram
children,
will
be
explained.
Long-tine tunics, vests and Benedict, Mrs. Henry McKenThe Mattie Bell Hays Circle
Woolley, was attired in a blue Debbie and Jimmy, of
• ••
Detroit,
of the First United Methodist
weskits have been around for zie, Dr. and Mrs. L. J. Hortin, knit costume
and matching ac- Mich.
The Harris Grove Homemak several months.
Church WSCS will meet at the
Dr. and Mrs. Christopher, Mr cessories
with
•
a
•
•
corsage of orers Club will meet at the home
* *
church at 7:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Ron Christopher, and chids.
Ricky Boggess of Murray
•• •
of Mrs. Eugene Nance at one
The argyle look returns to Mrs. Hart.
Reception
Route One has been dismissed
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of p.m. with the lesson on "Care fashion with a splash of color.
• •
Following the ceremony a re- from Lourdes Hospital,
Paduthe South Pleasant Grove Unit. _ These classic plaids appear in
ception was held in the Derby's cah.
ed Methodist Church will meet and Repair of Small Applian- casual cardigans, worn with
BEST
SELLERS
Kentucky Room, Fulton.
• •.
ces".
at the church at seven p.m.
pleated skirts or tailored pants,
UPI)
Serving at the bride's table
• ••
Ronald
Earl
• ••
Jones of Murray
opossimed by Pabasbere aromayi were Miss Sandra
in tunics and vests.
Cash, Miss has been a patient at the WestThe Olga Hampton WMS of
The Beta Sigma Phi sorority
* • *
Crol Luther, and Mrs. Ray Mc- ern Baptist Hospital,
Inetl••
Paducah.
will meet at the Community Sinking Spring Baptist Church
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT - Philip
Center, Ellis Drive, at 7:30 p.m. will meet at the church at 7:30
p.m.
• ••
Roth
Teach yourself bridge with
•••
THE GODFATHER - Mario Puzo
The Hazel Baptist Church
the help of .a new learning THE
LOVE MACHINE - Jacqueline
Hazel Baptist Church WMS system. A patented device called
WMS will meet at the home
Susann
will
meet
at
the
church
annex
of Murray Jerry Miller at seven
the "Automatic Dealer" deals THE SALZBURG CONNECTION p.m. with the Eva Eldridge it 1:30 p.m. with Annie Arm- out 40 programmed teaching
Helen MacInnes
SLAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVE - Kurt
Group in charge of the week strong group in charge.
hands.
in
Used
conjunction
with
•
.•
Vonnegut
of prayer for state missions
the self-teacher, one, two, three ADA OR ARDOR - Vladimir
Elm Grove Baptist Church or four
program.
persons can learn to play
Nabokov
•••
WMS will meet at the church
the game or better their ability. AIRPORT - Arthur Halley
The Olga Hampton WMS of at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Albert The manufacturer says with this SUNDAY THE RABBI STAYED
HOME - Harry Kemelman
the Sinking Springs Baptist Crider as leader.
system you can learn at your A SMALL TOWN IN GERMANY • ••
Church will begin its observown pace, start at your own
John Le Cane
Thursday, Sept•mber 11
ance of the week of prayer for
level, learn as much, as fast as EXCEPT FOR ME AND THEE
The Westside Homemaker:
state missions at the church at
Jessrunyn West
you want. "You can learn how
Club will meet at the home of
7:30 p.m.
to
better
play
than
90
per
cent
•••
Mrs. Harry Lee Garland, HarNesSetbes
the bridge players in the
The Sigma Department of the vey Dixon Road, at 12:30 p.m of
country," the manufacturer JENNIE - Ralph G. Martin
• 4•
Murray Woman's Club will
ERNEST HEMINGWAY - Carlo,
Welcome Wagon Newcomers claims.
have a potluck supper at the
Baker
club house at 6:30 p.m. with Club will meet at the CommunTHE 900- Harrison
ity
Center
at
seven p.m.
Mesdames Morgan Sisk, W. J.
Salisbury
• ••
Pitman, Gene Steely, Don Over.
a.m. with Mrs. R. A. Slinker as MISS CRAIG'S 21-DAY SHAPE-1 P
PROGRAM FOR MEN AND
Grove 126 of Woodmen of leader.
bey, Robert Buckingham, and
WOMEN - Marjorie Craig
0 ••
Z. C. EtliX as hostesses. John the World will have a dinner
THE MONEY GAME,- Adam
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Gordon Taylor of the MSU meeting at the Woman's Club
Smith
House at 6:30 p.m.
WMS will meet at the church BETWEEN PARENT AND TEEN• ••
AGER - Dr. Haim G. Ginott
at two p.m. with Mrs. Jesse
Education
Department
will
THE JOYS OF YIDDISH - Leo
The Immanuel Lutheran Wo- Roberts as leader.
speak on "Let's Keep Our
Rosten
men's Missionary League will
Teenagers in School".
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
The Theta Department of the with Mrs. Gerhard Oberheu as
Murray Woman's Club have a guest speaker.
• ••
patio picnic at 6:30 p.m. at the
Olga Hampton WMS, Sinking
club house with Mesdames A.
G. Wilson, Ben Trevathan, Ken Springs, will meet at the church
Adams, and Ray Brownfield as at 1:30 p.m.
•••
hostesses. Mrs. Dan Hutson will
The Stitch and Chatter Club
present the program on "Never
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Tease A Dinosaur".
Robert Smith, Sharpe Street, at
•••
1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, September 9
• •
The First Baptist Church
Hazel
Baptist
Church WMS
WMS will meet at the Church
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. 0. C. will meet at the church annex
at 1:30 p.m. with Ethel HarWells as the leader.
mon Group in charge.
•• •
• •
Elm Grove Baptist Church
The Elm
Grove Baptist
Church WMS will meet at the WMS will meet at the church
church at two p.m. with Mrs at two p m. with Mrs. Alvin
Futrell as leader.
Hardin Morris as the leader.
•••
•••
First
Baptist
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
Church WMS
the First United Methodist wills meet at the church at 9-30
Church WSCS will meet at the a.m. with Mrs. Solon Darnell
home of Mrs. E. W. Riley, Shit as leader.
• ••
Wa Court, at 9:30 a.m. Mrs.
Friday, September 12
Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., will
The North Murray . Homehave the program.
•••
makers Club will meet at the
The Alice Waters Circle of home of Mrs. Chagie Crawford
the First United Methodist at 1:30 p.m.
••
Church WSCS will meet at the
Olga Hampton WMS, Sinkhome of Mrs Robert Douglass,
1502 Johnson Boulevard, at 9:30 ing Springs, will meet at the
church-at 7:30 p.m.
•.•
Hazel Baptist Church WMs
concluded that Women an the
average
had higher attRude will meet at the church annex
scores than men. The highest at 1:30 p.m with Mrs Elizabeth
average attitude score was for Orr as leader.
BEAUTIES AND THE BEACH "miss America Pageant" con•••
women aged 26-45. The lowest
testants pose for photographers in Atlantic City. N.J. From
305 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET
First
Baptist Church WMS
average attitude score was for
are Margaret Mackie. "Miss Maryland"; Judith Shoup,
left
will meet at the church at 9:30
men 16-25.
"miss West ‘'Irginia": iyciney L.se Lewis. "Miss Virginia."

dim

al 1

Golden Anniversary
Is Celebrated By
Mr., Mrs. Miller

Chapter M Of PEO
Entertains Guests
At Lake Meeting

PERSONALS

APPRECIATION!!

I wish to take this opportunity to
publicly express my appreciation to
the more than 3,000 members, patrons and friends of the Farmers Coop
for allowing me to serve you for the
past 23 years. Your confidence has
been expressed by the fact that you
spent almost s I I million with me in
that time.
•

Due to the fact that my health was
broken by the conti nued presence
of insecticides and chemicals, I am no
longer connected with your Coop.
•
Since I am a very poor loafer, I will
be grateful to any business that might
be able to offer me part-time work.
• I feel that I can make a direct contribution to some business in Murray.
•

AGAIN I SAY THANKS TO ALL
WHO HAVE MADE MY JOB
SO..PLEASURABLE.

W. R. (BOB) PERRY
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BY JACK CLOWES
"DOG TRIBUTE"
SELLS INFORMATION

After the first sentence everyone
present was spellbound. One of
the people there said that you
Some of the efforts that are could have heard a pin drop
expended to induce people from in the courtroom.
•
When Senator Vest finished
other states to visit Kentucky
are not obvious selling jobs. The speaking there was a wave of
Department of Public Informa- wild applause and the judge's
Labor Day marked the beginn- Lakes were estimated at more
tion produces brochures on the gavel couldn't begin to silence.
ing of the fall season in Land than 25,000. Rushing Creek will
BY
state parks, highway maps, bill- Members of the jury and specBetween the Lakes, Hunting,fish- close for the season September
HARRY
boards and various other "hard tators in the packed courtroom
remains
Ferry
Hillman
4,
while
ing, hiking, family and group
TOWLES
sell" invitations to out-of-state wept tinaseamedly. Senator Vest
leasnmer•
camping, seeing the fall color open until October 19. Piney
people. But it also uses more won a unanimous verdict and
display, back country driving, Campground will remain open
subtle approaches. It puts Ken- his words became just about
and even "buffalo watching" are throughout the year.
SAUCER FISH FAVOR WESTERN KENTUCKY WATERS
tucky's best foot forward so that immortal.
among the many activities that
George Graham Vest was born
a pleasant, charming sort of
Camp Energy, a reservation
can be enjoyed in the area during
Mention "sauger" to residents of Eastern Kentucky and in all
image comps to mind when peop- in 1830 in what is known as the
one of the most beautiful seasons group camp located on Energy probability they'll not know what you're talking about. This fish
le hear the word "Kentucky". Vest-Lindsey House. Now used
Lake, will be one of the camp- just doesn't occur in that region. Of course, the avid fisherman
of the year.
Part of the soft sell" is em- as office space by the state
Squirrel and dove seasons are ing headquarters for groups of anywhere will know about the sauger, and in Western Kentucky
bodied in the travel shows where government, the house is on
already in full swing in Land bowhunters who will invade Land even the casual fishermen are acquainted with this cousin of the
Kentucky has an information boo- the block that is called the"Cor- H. F. Robertson caught these five Bass last Tuesday on Jonathon Between the Lakes and although Between the Lakes this fall in walleye.
th. There are about fourteen of ner of Celebrities." This block Creek. The five lunkers weighed a total of 22% lbs. with the largest the squirrel population is down pursuit of a trophy fallow or
these shows, Anarticulate,know- produced nine U. S. senators, weighing 5 pounds 3 ounces,
this year, dove hunters had good white-tailed buck or turkey gobbIt was in Western Kentucky that the sauger first made their
Staff Photo by Michael A. Holton
ledgeable person is on hand all six U. S. congressmen, two U. S.
success in the area on Labor Day. ler. Camp Energy , near the appearance in good numbers. Shortly after the construction
of
the time to answer people's qu- Supreme Court justices,two U.S.
board at a mooring can, if they Later this fall and winter there Conservation Education Center,
Kentucky Dam, impounding huge Kentucky Lake, the sauger beestions, tell them about fishiee,, cabinet officers, nine governors,
come to rest by a chain, start an will be hunting for deer (bow and Is located in an area that has a came
a fished-for species that was to be found at certain times
golf courses, camping, stateper- three admirals and seven highelectro-chemical action that gun), rabbit quail, raccoon; opo- good concentration of _goer. The
below the dam. Usually it is In the fall when the greatest conks, square dancing and the hund- ranking diplomats.
sometimes will eat through a ssum, wild turkey, geese, and camp has heated shower and rest gregations
are present, and to be sure, they are not to be found
red other subjects people are
room buildings. Bowhunting grchain in'less than a year.
This information, gently but
ducks.
every year in this location. Some falls they will be plentiful and
curious about. But nobody actua- persistently stressing Kentucky, 4 By JACK WOLISTON
reserve
to
who
like
oups
would
* * *
Hillman Ferry Campground
offer several weeks of good fishing but for some reason they may
lly tries to sign a person up to is set forth in a sheet that fits
will remain open until October campsites at Energy should con- not be there the following year.
-No
reason
was
given but
-The American Water Ski 19, and Piney Campground, which tact John Richerson, Land Betvisit a state patt or go to the back to back with the one that
races or buy a horse. The Ken- has the dog's picture. People insiders speculate economic fac- Association's 1969 Nationals will opened July 1, will remain open ween the Lakes, P. 0. Box 27,
tucky people simply exert cha- love to give the triblite to child- tors were involved in England's be held Aug. 21-24 in Berkeley year - round. Piney has heated Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231.
A favorite fishing spot is in the lock pit area below the darn.
For some reason they seemed to gather there in preference to
rm and talk about the beauties ren and children love to get the withdrawal as a challenger for Aquatic Park, a man-made la- central service buildings and is
and wonders of the common- triubute. It has been given as a the America's Cup in 1970. This goon adjacent to San Francisco located in an excellent fishing
other spots and tremendous catches are recorded. Minnows are
Bowthinters can enjoy a split
wealth. They never say anything premium at dog shows and there leaves it up to France and Aus- Bay. The location has been the and hunting area on the Kentucky
a favorite bait, but flashing artificial lures also will take a
season
turkey
and
for
wild
deer
had about any other state. But Is a constant trickle of requests tralia to fight it out in elimina- site of numerous tournaments Lake shoreline. In addition to
heavy toll of these fish, Then, as suddenly as they appear, the
this fall. The first season opens
whenever the opportunity occurs, throughout the year. Anybody can tion trials next summer for the over the past few years, with Piney, Camp Energy, a group
sauger will disappear and its whereabouts for the next several
October 18 and runs through Novthey speak pleasantl)' of Kentucky have a copy free, just by asking right to race the defending seven sanctioned meets being came near the Conservation Edmonths are unknown. Then, suddenly, in the latter stages of
ember 8, and the second is from
American
Yacht.
and Kentuckians and the things for it. You can get a suitable
held there this year alone.
ucation Center, will be open thr- December 20 through December winter, they may be Tound in the very same places but perhaps in
* * *
they say-make people think fondly frame in the dime store and every
oughout the year: Outdoorsmen 31, White-tailed or fallow deer of greater numbers,
-For fishermen: A new de- can also enjoy the 20 lake accof the Bluegrass State.
dog lover in the world wants one,
-0Believe it or not, beer cans
either sex may be taken, and the
This second feray is understood by biologists and fishermen.
Pictures of horses and white
Here's what Senator Vest told can menace.Fhains on permanent vice called a "Buzz Ray" which ess areas along the Kentucky turkey hunt is for gobblers only.
is designed to rock with the mo- Lake and Lake Barkley shoreThe sauger spawns early an the year, often in February, and this
plank fencing also leave a ple- the jury around 100 years ago: offshore moorings, according
to
is the reason for their surge upstream in the Tennessee River.
asant impression with people
"Gentlemen of the Jury: The a veteran Atlantic Coast marina tion of the %rater, send out se- lines.
FISHLNG
ducAnce sounds-and flashing light
Of course, when they reachaCentucky Dam they were stopped and,
from-other states. And the image
One
t friend--a man has in
of
the
new
visitor
attracOpellitor. MePports tharfluiieWater temperature continue to
rays and, according to the in- tions in the area this fall will be
spawning or not, they are fair game for the fishermen. This type
of Daniel Boone is worth just world may turn against him and tured beer cans
drop in Kentucky Lake and Lake
thrown overventor,
fishing has proved unusually good in these early months of the
attract fish from half a the arrival of a herd of 20 buffalo
about any price you care to become his enemy. His son or
Barkley, and black bees and crayear.
name, particularly with young- daughter that he has reared with as constant in his love as the mile away. Then there's a new the latter part of September. The
ppie fishing is improving. Good
portable
its
sun
journey
in
depth-sound
through
sters.
the
ing kit buffalo will roam in a large pas- catches of largemouth bass
loving care may prove ungrateare
which can be hooked up on a ture bordering The Trace near
Another gentle touch that peop- ful. Those who are nearest and heavens.
The sauger also is found in other streams than the Tennessee
being taken in Lake Barkley by
"If fortune drives the master boat's transom in a matter of the former site of Model, Tennle like is what is known to Ken- dearest to us, those whom we
jigging plastic worms in the deep River in Kentucky. On occasions, and the occasions may be a half
tucky's Department of Public In- trust with our happiness and forth an outcast in the world, minutes and is a big aid in deter- essee. Buffalo were once native
stickups in water 7 to 12 feet in dozen years apart, they will be found in the Cumberland River,
formation as "the dog tribute." our good name, may become friendless and homeless, the fai- mining the nature of the bottom to the Land Between the Lakes depth.
Most of the deep stickups the Kentucky and the Ohio, and perhaps in a half dozen other
It's a handsomely printed sheet traitors to their faith. The mon- thful dog asks no higher privilege and in locating fish schools.
area,
are found near the mouths of the streams. They offer good bonus fishing but it is not often that a
that fits an inexpensive frame ey that a man has, he may lose. than that of accompanying him,to
The Youth Station within the bays or near the main channel. fisherman goes strictly sauger-fishing in these streams.
-The ABYC also has estaband it has instant and irresis- It flies away from him, perhaps guard him against danger,to fight lished a standard in answer to Conservation Education Center
Now, the sauger has spread out into the larger lakes of WestPlug casters are also picking
tible appeal to ciag lovers. It In a moment of ill-eonsidered against his enemies. And when another often-asked question: If of Land Between the Lakes is
Kentucky. They are often taken from Kentucky and Barkley
ern
up some bass on deep diving
has the head of a homely look- action. The people who are pro- the last scene of all comes, a boat has a permanently
41ready booked to capacity for baits off the deep
Lakes although the number caught is not great a fisherman will
inpoints
and
ing hound on it and the title ne to fall on their knees to do and death takes his master in stalled fuel- system, how
fire the fall and winter seasons. Cla- fallen trees of the math lake. never forget the battle they offer. In the lakes they are taken best
•'Man's Best Friend- A Ken- us honor when success is with its embrace and his body is laid resistant must the
components ssroom groups from Kentucky, Some of the best strings of base on minnows, but the artificial lures at times offer a tempting
tuckians' Tribute." The tribute us, may be the first to throw away, there by the graveside, be? The answer: The
system, Tennessee and surrounding stat- have been reported being taken attraction. Also, trollers often are rewarded with several nice
then follows.
the stone of malice when failure will the noble dog be found, his and all individual components, es come here to live and study during midday in Barkley.
At sewer.
The text is from the address settles its cloud upon our heads, head between his paws, his eyes as installed in the boat shall be in the out-of-doors. Six dormit- KentuckaeLake
casting the purple
that Senator George Vest made "The one absolutely unselfish sad, Ifia opeif in alert watch- capable of withstanding a
ories and a cafeteria and assem- or blue plastic worm in the deep
The sauger is similar to the walleye in many respects although
before a jury when he was plead- friend that man can have in this fulness, faithful and true even in minute exposure to free
bly
building
ar
e provided for user stump beds is producing the best
burning
size is not one of the similarities. A four-pound sauger is a good
ing the case of a client whose selfish world, the one that never death."
groups.
fuel, of the type for which the
strings of bass. Scatteredcatch- one in the Kentucky environs
although they grow much larger in
If you'd like to have a copy
beloved hound, "Old Drum," had deserts him, the one that never
system is designed, without causes of bass have been reported by other areas. At best a 10 pounder
is a whopper. They have teeth
been shot by a neighbor, allegedly proves ungrateful or treacherous of this tribute, just send me your ing a failure that would result
casting surface lures along the much like the walleye and the
spawning habits are about the same
for killing sheep.
Thousands of outdoor fun-seek- gravel bars at daylight. Crappie
is his dog. A man's dog stands name and address and I'll be in liquid or vapor leakage.
When Senator Vest was named by him in prosperity and in pov- happy to mail you one without
ers visited Land Between the continue to hit minnows at 12 to as the walleye. The flesh of the sauger is identical to that of the
* * *
Lakes over the 3-thy Labor Day 20 feet along the old stream walleye.
as the legal counsel for his erty, in health and in sickness, charge. Around 50,000' of these
-Announcement has been weekend. Traditionally consider- banks where
man, the opposition promptly re- lie will sleep on the cold ground, pleasant little tributes have been
stumps or other
They are great travelers and that may be the reason for their
tained another U. S. senator, where the wintry winds blow and sent to deg lovers throughout made of a Nov. 15 deadline for ed the end of the summer season, cover is available. Both lakes
Francis M. Cockrell. The case the snow drives fiercely, if only the world. They cost the state sulanission of entries for the an- the sun-filled holiday weekend are clear and stable with the sporadic appearances in rivers and streams. They don't hang
became a great cause and att- he may be near his master's almost nothing but they produce nual National Gold Cup Awards drew capacity crowds to both water temperature around 80 de- around the same place very long at a time unless they are in an
impoundment that prevents their traveling.
racted nation-wide attention.
side. He will kiss the hand that a million dollars worth of good for Boating Safety. The awards, lakes and to picnic and camping grees. •
Senator Cockrell did a mas- has no food to offer; he will will and they manage to identify onginated in 1957 and spon- areas, state parks, and private
They have a white belly that blends very well with an olive gray
terly job. He marshalled his lick the wounds and sores that Kentucky with one of mankind's sored by kiekhaefer Mercury, resorts located throughout the
For additional information wri- on their sides and backs, sometimes with a brassy tinge, Like the
basic
loyalties.
That's
what
you
will be presented next January twin lakes area. The three family te or phone:
facts into a completely convinc- come in encounter with the rouwalleye they have large glassy-colored eyes. As a food the sauger
during New York's National campgrounds in Land Between John S. Lyon
ing justification for destroying ghness of the world. He guards call a "soft sell,"
Is preferred by many fishermen.
Write to Jack Clowes, Comm- Boat Show to leaders in three the Lakes-Hillman Ferry, Rush- Reports Editor
a marauding, sheep-killing dog. the sleep of his pauper master
Senator Vest didn't question as if he were a prince. When all onwealth of Kentucky, Departme- categories: a community or ing Creek, and Piney-recorded Land Between the Lakes
This species may be known as sand pike, or the river pike or
his opponent's facts of refute other friends desert, he remains, nt of Public Information, Capitol group; a magazine, newspaper, some 6,113 camper nights over Tennessee Valley Authority
him in anyway. Instead he spoke When riches take wings and re- Annex Building, Frankfort, Ken- radio or TV station; and a gov- the Labor Day weekend, while Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231 the jack salmon, but by whatever name, the sauger is a valuable
quietly about the nature of a dog. putation falls to pieces, he is tucky 40601.
ernmental agency on any level total visits to Land Between the Phone: Area Code(502)924-5602. member of the fish colony that abounds in Kentucky waters.
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Pill Users
Face Risk

MAE WEST STILL
COMES ON LIKE
A VAMP AT 76

By ISABELLE HALL
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WASHINGTON UPI - A kwyear study by American doctors
concluded Thursday that women
' using birth control pills face
more than four times the risk
of serious blood-clotting diseases than non-users, but that the
benefits were high enough to
designate "the pill" as safe.
The Food and Drug Administration's Advisory Committee on
Obstetrics and Gynecology urged
much more intensive investigations of whether and how the
pill might be related to cancer
of the breast and uterus and
its effect on almost every other
organ of the body.
By early this year, the FDA
estimated there were 20 types
of oral contraceptives on the
market. A total of 8.5 million
doses were being distributed
monthly in the UnitedStates compared to 18.5 million a month
throughout the world. Scientists
were unable to say positively
that every dose was taken.
The pills have been found highly effective in preventing pregnancy. Only 0.1 to 1.4 per 100
women a year became pregnant
while using the pill.

AG PROFESSORS THREE — Three agriculture professors talk shop during the
first Agri-Business Institute on Grain held at Murray State University Wednesday. Left to
right, they are: Eldon Heathcott, member of the Murray State depatrrnent of agriculture;
Dr. Don Poole, University of Kentucky agriculture department; and E. B. Howton, chairman
of the Murray State agriculture department. The grain institute, sponsored by the AgriBusiness committee of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, featured six workshops conducted by leaders in aeri-business and *ducat ion.

be made, but it was like fighting
a mound of dough. No matter
what you attempted it would be
lost in sloth."
Markham's I. Q. has climbed
sharply in the years he has
been off the air. He appeared in
four_ television guest shots and
co-starred in the movie, "Guns
of the Magnificent 7."
The FDA panel of physicians,
Without attending night school
under the direction of Dr. Philip
Monte concluded things would be
By VERNON SCOTT
E. Sartwell of Johns Hopkins
different with "Mr. Deeds."
University Medical School, found UPI Hollywood Correspondent
"This new show is pure gold
the death rate from various blocompared to the first one," he
HOLLYWOOD UPI - It is the
od-clotting diseases among pill
said. "The quality of production
users to be about three of every consensus among producers and is high. And Pat Harrington Jr.
100,000 women per year, com- directors that actors as a species is just great as the co-star.
pared to a rate of 1.7 per 100,- have a collective I. Q. of .01. "And now I know who to talk
There is much to substantiate
000 among non-pill users of
to. I go right to the producers
this thesis.
child-bearing age.
when I want script changes. If
Then
again
there
is
Monte
"The risk of thromboemboleI have a good idea, they shoot
Markham,
a
bright, muscular
sm to a woman using hormonal
it their way and my way - and
contraceptives was estimated by actor from Florida whose first we use the best one."
television
series
"The
Second
indirect methods to be 4.4 times
Usually it is Markham's.
that of the non-user," the doc- Hundred YEW'S" - in which he
The day he was given the first
played a duel role - bombed out
tors said.
script to study he turned on his
The connection between oral4 last season,
television set tO discoverMeIate
Next fall he will star in "Mr.
contraceptives and thromboemshow - right Cooper's version
bolism bore out resultspf earlier Deeds Goes to Town."
of "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town."
You
will
recall
Gary Cooper
British studies, which found the
Markham switched it off.
a,
risk to be seven to 10 times gre- starred in the movie version of "There were some similarithat
title
which
leaves
Monte
ater among pill users. The U. S.
ties in the Deeds character and
study also found a higher incid- with a difficult act to follow. that of the one I played in my
ence among women taking a "se- But he is up to it.
last series," Markham explain"You're gun shy the second
quential" rather than a combinaed. "And I wanted td cio sometime around in a television sertion type pill.
thing different."
ies,"
he
said
between
rehearThe doctors stopped short of
Curiously, a week later Marksaying exactly how much greater sals. "On the first show I kept ham had the movie re-run for
the risk was, citing a lack of hoping the scripts and the cast- his own edification.
data. Sequential pills are those ing would improve. They never
"Naturally I won't pkiy the
in which the hormones estrogen did.
role in the slow tempo of Coopand progesterone are taken in "Then it's suddenly over and er," he said. "Nobody could. I'll
succession on different days dur- you realize you didn't know who just have to use my own instincts
ing the menstrual cycle instead to argue with. It's too late to and try to bring the character
get anything done.
of in combination.
"I was assured changes would
"But I'm keeping close tabs

Actor Hopes
For Better
Second Try

Chevrolet's newest entry is the

Elegant Monte Carlo Coupe for 1970

on those scripts. And when I see
weaknesses, we have a conference of 10 to 15 of us involved
with the show and get things
thrashed out before we film the
episode.
"That's what an actor learns
the second time around."
HENKE TRADED
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.(UPI)—
Karl Henke, a defensive tackle
cut by the New York Jets
Monday, was traded to the
Boston Patriots for an undisclosed future draft choice.
EXHIBITION DEBUT
LOS ANGELES(UP
Dick
Bass, the leading all-time
rusher among active players in
the National Football League,
will make his exhibition debut
with the Los Angeles Rams in a
game against the Iluffalo Bills,

be the Paschall Truck Line, the
Hutson Chemical Company, and
Ward & Elkins. It could not
have happened to better people.
Was thinking only yesterday
what a tragedy to have physical
Shoemaker
Darrell
by
limitations put on men like W. C.
Elkins, Galen Thurman,Phil Mitchell, Mason Thomas and others.
I could not write History be- They are original in thinking;
cause I am not a historian, but not afraid to invest in the future
some of the things that I'll be and would have been great leadwriting about will seem almost ers to grow up with. My Daddy
like History, especially to the had a unique expression when
he was asked about some good
younger set.
For instance, the first year man—He'd say, "He's alright,
that I was married, we moved Son. He's all wool and a yard
to Gibb's Store on what was wide," You can add Stubb Wilknown as the Glenn
Rogers son to further compliment the
Farm—a 160 acre tract. Alvin above list.
The most unmentioned, unFarris, Dad and myself farmed
the entire place. Now every sin- heralded, unappreciated,and pubgle acre is in a modern subdiv- licly unrecognized man in Murision with every home far above ray is Cleo Sykes. He has spent
average. Frankly, Henry Warr- three decades of free service
en built a lulu of a home over molding into the minds of our
my tomato, bean, etc., patch. boys, Boy Scouting. Was it J.
Three of the fastest growing Edgar Hoover who said, "I nevbusinesses in Murray during the er saw on record a major crilast ten years would just have to

Let Me Write

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Nobody's bothered to tell Mae
West she is 76 years old. So she
still comes on like a vamp with
every man who ventures nea
her white and gold-leaf parlor—
ever the temptress.
And at 76 she could teach
Raquel Welch a few lessons.
"Honey, I'm glad you came
up to see me," she said,
touching her blonde-white tresses in the age-old gesture of the
flight.
Mae will soon start her first
movie in 26 years, "Myra
Breckenridge." Her last was
"The Heat's On" in 1943, How
does she feel about returning to said with a come-hither
smile.
films after all these years
"Now I can hardly wait to
Keeps Up With Times
come up with some good lines
"Great, honey," she replied. because
there isn't a censor
"I have kept up with the times.
anymore."
I'm not worried a bit."
Paid $350,000 For Role
Will the sex symbol of the 30s
Mae said she is being paid
wear as little as today's sex $350,000 for her
role, and
goddesses'?
$50,000 for every - week she
Miss West touched her bosom works after
the'six-week cutoff.
in
mock astonishment and
"I've turned down dozens of
lowered
her
eyes
in an pictures," she Avid,
"including
Impressive
great show of "Pal Joey" an "The.
Art of
modesty.
Love" because the comittuction
"Nudity is art, not sex," Mae wasn't right for
me. This role
said, swirling her floor-length is just what I've
been looking
white satin negligee in an arc. for."
"I don't believe in nudity,"
For many years Mae West
she continued. "It detracts was an anachronism. Today she
from your face and personality. is as high style as a W.C.
That's why I never show my Field's
poster. She seldom
ankles."
mentions that late comedian
Miss West is elated that the with whom she
made two
producers of the film are smash hits. They
didn't move
allowing her to write much of in
the
same
circles
or
her own dialogue and that appreciate the
same things.
Edith Head has been hired to
Fields would choose a martini
whip up a flashy wardrobe for over feminine
companionship
her.
every time. A barbarous infidel
"They used to censor my with so little taste
would hardly
dialogue in the old days," Ma
bgirelt.ome in Man's parlon,...—;__
_

MC

me committed by an Eagle Scout."? Something should be done
NOW in recognition of his services. --You name it—I'll see
it through.
1968 was a dry year in Nebraska, but the four southeast
counties were just a catastrophy
and after a long time, those still
trying to survive it, even made
jokes of it. I read that an old
"Water was so
timer said,
scarce that the Baptists started
to sprinkling, the Presbyterians
were using a dampened cloth,
and the Methodists were just
Issuing rain checks."
*

*

*

Southern California's graduated football star, O.J. Simpsorn0
who is scheduled to start his p
gridiron career this fall, will have
a guest star role in one of the
episodes in the new "Medical

11

Center" one-hour drama series
on the CBS schedule. He will

11

play a halfback who is stricken
at the height of his career.

=Gil
clams
Studic

OHIO GOVERNOR MAKES A POINT- Attending the National
Governors Conference iu. Colorado Springs, Colo., Gov.
James Rhodes deft) of Ohio makes a point during a dis'eussion--AIsixt to him iii-Gost, Edgar D Whitcomb of Indiana.

•

Peanuts*
PEANUTS
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by Charles M. Schulz
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Nancy

by Ernie Busluniller
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_I WISH SLUGGO WOULD
HURRY BACK WITH
THOSE HOT DOGS--- I'M
STARVING

OH, NANCY-YOU'LL HAVE
TO EAT YOURS
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
WHAT GRIPES ME IS LETTIN'
THAT SHYSTER, LEE JASPER,GET
AWAY WITH CONNING ME--AN'
THEN YOU, OLD- TIMER INTO
PARTIN' WITH THE ANTIQUE
ROCKERS FOR
CN/CKEIV
FEEL>

A new concept of elegance is the distinctive Monte Carlo Sport Coupe. This newest addition to
the Chevrolet line is characterized by smooth flowing lines and sculptured surfaces dramatically
emphasized by the longest hood ever produced hy Chevrolet. The plush interior includes a simulated
wood burl accent on the instrument panel and extra-thick foam cushioned front and rear seats. The
Monte Carlo will be at dealerships on September 18.

I GOT NO COMPLAINTS,
50N. I'M 57/1-L 51-40vvis4'
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BUT HE PLAYED YOU FOR
A SUCKER.' DON'T YOU GET
IT? THAT CREEP MADE
FOOLS OUTA EIOTH
0' Us ,,

Detroit skyline is backdrop for

Chevrolet's Newest Caprice Coupe

Lil' Abner
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Chevrolet's top-of-the-line, the Caprice Coupe for 1970, is dressed up with a new front styling of
-grille, hood and fenders. Recessed vertical taillights and color-accented wheel covers are only two of
the many refinements found in the Caprice this year. The new Chevrolet line of passenger cars will be
in the dealers' showrooms on September 18.
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SATURDAY
AUTOS FOR SALE

SEPTEMBER 6. 1969
FOR SALE

FOR RENT

NEW ROOF EASY-Apply HyKies Fibrated Asphalt Alumia dry year in Nabnum. Let us show you how easy
the four southeas-t
to apply, bow it stops leaks and
ire just a catastrophy
does the job for only 3 cents a
long time, those still
DUPLEX apartment for cou- square foot. Ask about the specmade
irvive it, even
ples only. Call 753-8367.
ial 20 gallon drum price. HughI read that an old
S-6C es Paint Store, 401 Maple St.
, "Water was so
Oct.-3-C
AUTOS
SALE
AUTOS FOR SALM
bedroom
four
the Baptists started
HELP WANTED
AUTOS POR SALE
1967 C.AMERO, automatic trans- FURNISHED
REAL ESTATE FOR SALA
house,
blocks
1%
from
campus,
GRAIN
DRILL
g, the Presbyterians
floor.
Cultipacker
the
and
console
in
mission,
; a dampened cloth,
APPL/CAT1ONS are being re- 1953 FORD two-ton truck with
Gold with black vinyl roof. boys preferred. Phone 753-3895. Bush-Hog disc. Phone 7534802.
EAST Y. MANOR: Beautiful
S-8-C Vinson Tractor & Imp. Co.
:ethodLsts were just
ceived in the nursing office for grain bed. Phone 759-1977.
1967 Mustang, automatic translarge colonial designed home. mission, 289 motor with factory
checks."
S-6-C
four week training class for
i
HOUSE TRAILER, two bedroom,
INTAKE for 327 Chevrolet with Full basement with fireplace,
nurses aides at the Murray-Caland power steering and disc practically new, near college.
air
two four barrel carburetor. Call double garage, three bedrooms,
CARPETS a fright? Make them
* * *
brakes. Brand new sot of rub- Mobile Home Village, 753-3895.
loway County Hospital to betwo baths, carpeted and a truly
a beautiful sight with Blue
436-2198.
S
-9-C
StaTaylor
Gulf
and
Cain
ber.
September
on
gin
22. Testing
8-&C Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
a California's gradulovely home. Drive out and take
tion, Corner of 6th and Main.
and interviewing will be done 1956 CHEVROLET V-8, 327, exa look arid call us to show this
,
r
ill star, O.J. Simpsoi
S4C
S-8-C MOBILE HOME Village on Bai- $1. Big K.
on September 22 between 8:30 tra sharp, 20 gauge Stevens
home
!duled to start his p
1341 Chevrolet Caprice 4-Door Hardtop. V-8 engine, autoley Road, near College, utilities, USED SPINET Piano. Also praca. m. and 2:00 p. m. Require- pump shotgun. 1988 650 CC
four door large spaces. Phone 753-3896.
-eer this fall, will have
matic transmission, air conditioning, power steering
ments for applicants are as fol- BSA, motorcycle. Call 753-3742. SUNSET BOULEYARD: 3-bed- 1967 CHRYSLER 300,
tice pianos. Lonardo Piano Co.
vinyl
black
with
Gold
hardtop.
r role in one of the
&BC Your complete music store, aand brakes. Vinyl trim. Seafoam green with black
lows: Age 18 to 50, high school
mom brick, 1% baths, fenced roof, factory air and all power.
S
-9-C
"Medical
the new
graduates preferrable or at
ete,e 'vinyl roof.
back yard, all built-ins, drapes.
2-BEDROOM apartment for col- cross from post office. Paris,
le-hour drama series
least two years of high school, 1965 DODGE pickup, V-8, 383 Excellent location and priced 1966 Chevrolet Impala two-door
Tenn.
1%. Chevrolet Malibu 2-Door Hardtop. V-8 engine, autoS-6-C
power lege boys Call 437-3513.
Automatic,
hardtop.
S schedule. He will
statement from physician that automatic, long wheel base. Call right.
matic transmission, power steering, radio, & white
inside.
vinyl
black
S-10-P
steering,
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
back who is stricken
applicant is in good health and 436-2198.
tires. Burgandy finish with black vinyl roof.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Rent or buy. I,onardo Piano Co.
t of his career.
references.
8-6-C
S-0-C
SLEEPING
ROOM
ON
BELMONT:
for
college
3
-bedroom
1%11 Dodge GTS Hardtop. V-8 engine, four speed transCorner of 6th and Main. S-8-C
Your complete music store.
girl.
Kitchen
brick,
2
priveleges.
baths,
Locatdouble
garage,
WANTED: Kitchen help, most- 1959 GMC eeton pickup truck.
mission, radio, new wide oval tires. Red finish with
Across from post office, Paris,
carpet,
ed
at
506
four
South
Catalina
8th
PONTIAC
central
Extended.
heat and air. 1968
ly short order preperation. Con be seen at G & H Mobile
white vinyl roof.
Tenn.
H-S-8-C
Homes, phone 753-6685. S-9-C N. 16TH STREET: 3-bedroom door hardtop with factory air, May be seen any day after 5:30
Hours 2:30 p. m.-8:30 p. m.
1%7 Chevrolet Caprice 2-Door Hardtop. V-8 engine, autoconcrete block house. Electric power steering and
p.
m.
brakes.
5-6-P
GIRLS' clothes, sizes 3
interested call 753-4575 for inmatic transmission, air conditioning, power steer'48 WILLYS JEEP with '64 Jeep heat, large beautiful lot, $7,- Dark green with black vinyl
and 4 toddler. Excellent conditerview.
TWO-BEDROOM
furnished
aing and brakes. Low mileage. Clean as a new car.
roof. 1966 Olds Delta 88 two
engine and four wheel drive.
tion.
Priced
inexpensively
Burgandy finish with black vinyl root.
door hardtop. Cain and Taylor partment. Zimmerman Apart- Phone 753-4439.
WANTED: Part-time office em- Red with white vinyl top. In
S-6-C
ments,
South
16th St. Couples
ployee, afternoons starting at good condition. Phone 762-8291. NEW three-bedroom brick ve- Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
1%, Ford Ranger Pickup. 360 V-8 engine, overdrive
or
teachers
only.
Phone
753OLD
MODEL
Tappan
four
Main.
electric
p. m. for approximately
S-8-C
transmission, new tires, radio, full wheel covers,
8-9-C neer in Bagwell Manor. Cathed6609.
S4-C stove, good condition, only
four hours and Saturday mornral ceiling in living room, 2 1965 FORD Falcon two door,
black finish.
$25.00. Call 753-5489.
ings. Must be fast typist. Reply
S-6-C
POE BALI
baths, nearly finished and very six cylinder, automatic,
1%6 Chevrolet Pickup. Long wide bed, six cylinder enLocal TWO, 1-bedroom trailers, $40
to Box 32-K, Murray, Ky.
priced.
Moderately
and
nice.
$45
per
month.
Twelve
FIFTEEN FOOT runabout with
gine, standai'd transmission, radio. Real clean. Low
car. 1965 Buick LaSabre four
SC ONE HOTPOINT double-oven NEW three-bedroom brick in
mileage.
door sedan. Local car. Cain and miles 'from Murray, one-half convertible top, 40 hp Johnson
electric stove, price $10.00. One Meadow Green Acres, garage.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of block from Kentucky Lake. Also motor. Phone 753-8461 or 753GE automatic washer, $10.00. Nice and moderately priced. 6th and Main.
S-8-C
&&C trailer parking, $20 per month. 5558.
WANTED TO BUY
1504 Johnson Blvd. Phone 753- TEN-ROOM brick on So. Sixth
Ken Lake Trailer Park, 474Murray's
finest
of
CHAROLOIS
One
5355.
Street
2247.
S-9-C
registered bull,
1964 FORD Fairlane station waS-8-C
WANTED: Good twin-size mattwo years old: 3/4 heifer, three
older homes. 2% baths, 6 bed gon. Real good mechanically.
tress and box springs, with or
years old; % Charolois cow, five
rooms, full dry basement. Real 1964 Ford Custom four door sewithout bed frame. Call 753- SIAMESE KITTE2•IS. Also love- fine.
ROOMS for boys with kitchen, years old. I.
7th & Main
Phone 753-5273
sac
R. Hillman, phone
dan. Cain and Taylor Gulf StsARC,
Shepherd
pup,
German
ly
7770.
S-8-C
CIRCARAMA: Beautiful 3-bed- tion. Corner of 6th and Main. close to campus. $30.00 per mon. 753-2977.
54-P
reduced. Phone 763-7664. 8-12-C room brick home. Split bath,
th 1008 Sharpe Street. Phone
S-8-C 753-6638,
PALOMINO
MARE.
Phone 753S-11-C
central heat and air. Carpet is
NOTICE
7488.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
S4.0
beautiful. Fine location and 1966 PLYMOUTH four door seHELP WANTED
dan. Real good mechanically.
lovely home.
REGISTER NOW to r dance RESIDENCE and Income ProUSED SINGER Zig-Zag sewing
New tires. 1966 Chevy II station
AUTOS FOR SALE
classes. Lyndia Cochran Dance perty-4 acres of land with limachine and all regular attach.
wagon. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Colon
brick
-BEDROOM
FOUR
st2uli.o. Phone 753-1647.
merits. Sews perfectly and ful.
oensed and approved trailer
Station.
Corner
of
6th
and
Main.
Central
and
heat
lege Terrace.
1963 FORD Galaxie 500, four ly guaranteed. Cash price $24.5C
Sept4C park facilities.
S-8-C door sedan. 1963 Dodge Dart, or
air, 2 baths, double carport.
payments may he arranged.
COMMERCIAL LOT with 3WILL PERSON
who found
THREE-BEDROOM brick ve- 1965 OLDS 88, four door
hard- four door sedan, six cylinder Write giving phone number to
600 x 16 tire and wheel Mon. bedroom home. Well located
income
neer
So.
iding the National
on
with
11th.,
top with factory air, power straight shift. Cain and Taylor Martha Hopper, General Deny.
day between 4 and 7 o'clock It for business.
apartment.
ings, Colo.. Gov.
steering
and brakes. 1963 Chev- Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and ery, Murray, Ky.
8-11-P
COMPLETION
NEARING
3
ty
dump
please call Bill SoloTWO-BEDROOM brick veneer rolet, four door
Dint during a oilsS-8-C
sedan. Cain Main.
bedroom
school
city
brick,
dis753
-3316.
84-P
Shady
Lane,
on
baths,
cen2
APPLES,
$1.00
per bushel. Red
iteomb of Indiana.
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corntrict, central heat and air, 1%
tral ,heat and air.
1949
Applications for employment now being accepted.
CHEVROLET
pick-up delicious and grimes golden.
er of 6th and Main.
S-8-C
OSEMARY'S Beauty Shop, baths.
FIFTEEN-ROOM house on Main
truck. 1955 Chevrolet station Bring basket; pick them at the
If you are interested in regular work, with advancement
53-7122, will run a special on LOW DOWN PAYMENT to qualStreet. Good investment. Cen- 1962 CHEVY II Nova two door wagon, $50.00. 1963 Olds 88 Raymond Perry farm located
opportunities,
security,
job
good
working
conditions,
buyer.
ified
-bedroom
home in
2
ermanent waves the month of
tral heat, well kept.
hardtop. 1961 Ford station wa- four door sedan. Double pow on the Ellis Wrather and Spring
competive wages plus many other employee benefits,
tember. $10.00 permanents, Lynn Grove. Must be seen to
NEW DUPLEX on Peggy Ann gon. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- er. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta- Creek road.
8-8-C
..
Paid for by the Company, such as:
7.50; 512.50 permanents, $10.- be appreciated.
Drive. Modern and with stor- tion. Corner of 6th and
Main tion. Corner of 6th and Main. RAY HARM PRINTS,
-BEDROOM
3
BRICK
!Fairin
$15.00 Permanents, $12.50.
Oriole and
age place, 2 bedrooms each
5-8-C Scarlet Tanager.
S-84
view Acres. Might consider
Call 753-8124.
side.
S-9-C
Hospital-surgic
insurance
al
for
employee
lease with purchase agreement.
BAGIA'ELL MANOR: Three-bedS-8C
NOTICE
OUNCING the opening of ALMO HEIGHTS:
and his family.
room brick veneer on Guthrie
DRESSED BEEF for sale, mixed
2
-BEDROOM
concrete
s Beauty Shop, 1417
block
Drive Large family room, many
Angus. See Oury King at Midine Street. Open Monday thro- home with one acre lot.
closets.
way Barber Shop or call 753Life
insurance
employee.
for
Saturday. Phone 753-7122. 2-BEDROOM frame home on
INCOME PROPERTY on Miller.
4416 after 6 p. m. ' S-9-C
ALsup Konclratko, corner of US 641 and Ky. 464.
Apartment upstairs rents for
and operator.
S4C HAZEL:
Nine paid Holidays each year.
TWIN BEDS for sale with mat$120.00 per month, 3 bedr000ms
3-BEDROOM home on a well.
tresses. Phone 753-5806 after
down.
ZELL BEAUTY School will be manicured corner lot.
6:00 p. m.
THREE-BEDROOM brick on
S-8-C
osed Monday afternoon and 10-ROOM home one block from
Liberal vacation schedule.
Sha Wa Court. Double garage,
day Tuesday for state exam- the center of town.
MILK COW and calves. Phone
2 baths, central air. Priced renations. Open Wednesday of CLEAN-UP SHOP with 2 acres
753-6572.
S-9-C
duced.
Retirement
and
pension
program.
week.
S-9-C of land.
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on MagTHOMAS amplifier for organ
FARMS:
nolia. 2 baths, central heat and
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
$25.00. Phone 753-4910.
ITC
55.6 ACRES within 2 miles of
Plus
other
benefits.
air.
ADMINISTRATION HAS been
Murray. Large deluxe stock
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on So.
ed by the county court
CARD OF THANKS
barn, good fences, well and
You may obtain an application by writing to Em7th Street. Full basement with
)\1 LY
We wish to express our apthe following estates, to ponds.
Made to order for subployment Manager, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., P.O.
fireplace.
preciation to our friends and
t:LEFT
dividing or raising horses on
neighbors who came and cut
Herbert Hill, Dec'd.,
Box
Union
570,
City,
Tenn.,
or
38261,
pick
one
up
froM
a grand scale.
GATESBOROUGH: Two lovely
and housed our tobacco. Marvin
Ethel Mae Paschall, Hazel, 85 ACRES
the Gatehouse at the factory entrance.
on blacktop road. 50
3-bedroom homes. Carpeted,
Lassiter,
entticky, Executrix.
Cannon Morton, Elisha
acres sowed down and fenced.
central heat and air, 2 baths.
F. H. Dunn, Dec'd.,
Orr, Gerald W. Paschall, Joe
Running water. Near lake. BeauHopper, Gerald Paschall, Frank
Lorine Dunn Hudson, Mur- tiful building
sites
Enoch, Rev. Harold SmotherDISTINCTIVE DESIGN, 4-bedy, Kentucky, Route 3, Eat 92 ACRES on
blacktop road,
room brick on Johnson in
man, Oscar McClain, Calvin
utrix.
near New Providence. Good
Key, Hoyt Jackson, Otis Lamb,
KeeneLand, 2 baths, double gaWm. C. Caldwell, Dec'd.,
cattle farm with good fences
rage. central heat and air. Has
Billy Rex Paschall, Stanley
Deocere
Caldwell,
Lynn and ponds.
everything.
Grove, Kentucky, Executrix.
Grogan, Billy Armstrong, Noble
108 ACRES on blacktop road.
CANTERBURY: 4 - bedroom
Hazel Lindsey, Dec'd.,
Paschall, Paul A. Lassiter, Les40 acres bottom land, 14 acres
brick French Provincial design,
lie Dalton, Virgle Paschall, GeoOla Adams, Pogue
Ave., corn base, 1 acre tobacco base.
NOMA
NOTICE
everything you'd want in deluxe
Murray, Kentucky, Executrix. $125 per acre.
rge Taylor, Robert Lassiter,
home
Glen C. Ashcraft, Dec'd.,
Ronnie Jackson, Dillard Hicks,
195 ACRES with approximately
BEAUTIFUL large 3-bedroom
Lorah Ashcraft, North 16th one mile blacktop
Glenn Crawford. We also want
frontage. 60
brick in KIngswood, large treet., Murray, Kentucky, Execut- acres bottom land, 23 acres corn
to thank Danny Adams, Paul
studed lot. Built for luxurious
Dunn and Dolphus Sheridan for
base. Running water. $135 per
living.
a load of sawdust.
Walter S. Peery, Dec'd.,
4IC
We are now the distributor for Clemco Sandblasting
THREE-BEDROOM brick on
Mildred Hendricks, Route 5, LOTS:
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Paschall
Equipment. We can furnish both this equipment and the
Hermitage. One of a kind beauarray, Kentucky, Administra- TWO residential lots near uni1TP
ty. You must see this to besand.
versity, at lath and Calloway.
SERVICES OFFERED
lieve its beauty and liveability
Evelyn Doris Morris, Dec'd., Many other fine building sites
If this type of equipment fits your needs, we invite you
THREE-BEDROOM brick on
D YOU FOR
Ralph Morris, Route 2, &Jur- to choose from in Westwood,
Story. Large rooms, 1% baths,
T YOU GET
to call us for further information.
y, Kentucky.
Kingswood, Plainview, Faircentral heat and air, huge clo> MADE
Bertie Dunn, Dec'd.,
view,
Lynwood,
Panorama
sets.
7TH
Neil A. Milstead, Hazel, Kea- Shores, Locust Grove and HaTHREE-BEDROOM brick veucky, Administratrix.
zel.
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1372 or 753-7196
neer on Keeneland, 2 baths,
Underwood, TO BUY, see us. To sell, list
A.
Earnest
Troy, Tennessee
carpet, central air. Bargain
ec'd.,
with us.
priced.
Mrs. Carnell Collins, Murray, FULTON YOUNG Realty, 4th
KINGSWOOD: Three-bedroom
., Route 4, Administratrix. and Maple Streets. Office phone
HELP WANTED
brick Central heat and air, 2
All persons having claims 753- 7333. Home phones: Fulton
Waitresses,
day
gainst said estates are notified Young 753-4946, R. B. Patter- WANTED:
Phone 1-901432-3112
o present them to the Admin- eon 436-5697, Ishmael Stinson shift, starting Sept. 15, Call FURNISHED 2-bedroom house baths, double garage, carpet.
with
Charleston, Mo,
air
conditioning
and
fire753-4470
753-4421.
or
TFC
verified
Executors
rators or
Real nice and good buy.
753-1534.
place. Located on a waterfront
Phone 1-314-613-6141
ording to law, same to be
Dodson.
DUPLEX
on
LARGE
H-S-8-C WANTED: Driver, full time. lot with beautiful view of Panoresented to said Administrats6p
Apply in person, Radio Cab, rama Shores. Couple preferred. 3-bedrooms each side, vinyl
rs and Executors in due course 110 x 200 ft LOT on South
Extra
nice.
floors.
S-9-C Call 753-6779 ask for Sonny or
18th Street. Nice shade trees. 101 South Inh.
law.
KINGSWOOD: lovely large
after 5:30 p. m. call 753-4487
S-10-C
This the 4th day of Sept., Phone 753-8499.
home. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
S-8-C Mate foyer, thermoparie glass,
969.
TWO-BEDROOM dwelling with WANTED: middle-aged lady to
D. W. Shoemaker,
living room, dining room and do light housekeeping four TRAILER, two-bedroom. Pine double garage, central heat and
Clerk,
kitchen, carport and outside mornings a week. Must have Bluff Shohres, New Concord, air. Truly deluxe.
: Dewey Ragsdale, D C storage. Located on
a car, and must furnish refer135 ACRES on Irvin Cobb
436-5617 or 436-2444.
large lot.
8-11-P Road. 70 acres pasture. A fine
1TP Shown by
ences.
Phone
753-8928.
S-8-C
appointment only.
investment, $14,000.
Phone 753-5804.
'OUNDED
S-9-P WANTED: Person to clean and FOX MEADOWS: Murray's most
SERVICES OFFERED
prestigious address in total mo- 2-ACRE LOT on Penny Road,
GELS'
BY OWNER. Three-bedroom get house in order for college bile home living, $25.00 month, reasonable.
ONAL
PON /5
residential brick home with carport, large boys. Phone 753-3616.
1TC includes; city water, sewerage, JUST LISTED 80 acres southling. Brush, roll, spray. Rd- den and kitchen combination,
garbage pick up and lawn care. west of Lynn Grove.
es. Free estimates. Phone two ceramic tile baths. Central WANTED: Curb boys or
curb Phone 753-3855 for your reser- ALMO: 3-bedroom frame, acre
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE
It will pay you to
s.pL-16-C beat and alr-conditioning. Pos- girls, part time or full time em- vation.
8-12-C lot, modern.
check on the price of these tires!
ILL BABY SIT in my home. session immediately. 753-8025 ployment. Apply in person at ROOMS for
)tirls with kitchen 641 NORTH, 1.2 miles north of
or 759-2731.S4-C Jerry's.
S-9-C
erences furnished. Phone
and lounge. Phone 753-3402. city, 9 acres and garage apart-1984.
8-6-C BY OWNER - three-bedroom PART-TIME hostess and cashS-12-C ment. Good for developing.
brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on ier needed. Apply in person at
contact:
ET CLEANING, shampooTWO-B
EDROOM brick duplex, FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
S-9-C
and pile vacuuming, in your large lot. All electric, central Jerry's Restaurant.
ceramic. tile bath, air condition- needs come by or call GUY
me or place of business. Also air and heat. Eeeneland Subing, electric heat, stove and SPANN REAL ESTATE AGr cleaning, stripping and division $23,000 00. Phone 753refrigerator furnished. Couples ENCY at 518 West Main, NaATTENTION
LADIES!
Would
7525.
Sept.
13-C
g. For free estimate
you like a rewarding career in only. Available Sei. eniber 8. tional Hotel Building. Business
753-6048.
S-8-C LOST: Black bull calf.
Phone 753-7724 Home Phone:
weigh- sales' Management positions Call 753-6931 or 753-1893.
CONTFtACT new houses ing 450 or 500 pounds. strayed available, also part time openS-9-C Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
Corner of Sixth 8, Mpin
Phone 753 5862
Between 8:00 a.m.
Baker, 753-2409. Onyx Ray, 753ral repair work and addi- from farm Tuesday. Anyone ings. For information call colEXTRA
NICE
two
-bedroom du 8919: Gary Young, 753-8109.
and 5:00 p.m.
knowing whereabouts of this lect: Mrs. Barto, Paris 642-5502.
. Phone 753-3366.
plex, partly furnished. Phone
j 1'7c
Oct -10-C calf call Cecil Hopkins 753S-12-C 753-6392.
S-9-C1
3666
S-8-C
1968 BULCK Skylark four door
sedan. Burgandy with
beige
vinyl top. Factory air and all
power. 1968 Buick LaSabre,
factory air and double power.
Blue with black vinyl roof. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station, Corner of 6th and Main.
S-8-C

NICE SLEEPING rooms for
boys, one block from campus.
Phone 753-6425 or 753-5962.
Sept. 30-C

poa

NOTICE

Here is a list of some new car and
truck trade-ins we have to offer:

LITTLE

PARKER FORD, INC.

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
UNION CITY PLANT

Busluniller

"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER"
sec ;

SANDBLASTING EQUIPMENT

Van Buren

nr Al Capp

SAF-T-BILT

TIRES

11111111111111111k

91440;10>eftviri
N'N.‘

STAGNER
CONST. CO.

Murray Silica Sand, Inc.

Land Clearing and
Excavation

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

Black Top
Paving
No Jobs Too
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated
Free Estimates

CAIN & TAYLOR

A. 1. FARLEY

GULF STATION

Phone 753-5502

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars

ee(tE F_IUti'l
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Kinton Will Explain Order
'Drying Up' Clubs In Henry
By CHARLES FARMER

, al
cc
cc
th

ti

to
re

PARIS, Tenn., Sept. 5. — Dist. Atty. Gen. W. R. Kinton
said Friday he will hold a news conference here next week to
explain his directive to private clubs to stop serving liquor in
legally dry Henry County.
Mr. Kinton met Thursday night in secret with representatives of Paris' private clubs.
The district attorney, wnose
toward private elutes.
jurisdiction also includes GibWhile Mr. Kinton did not
son, Crockett and Haywood
take
an official position, he is
counties, reportedly took advantage of the meeting to ex- reported to favor a liquor replain the dilemma he faces in ferendum. Three other referenefforts to enforce the law "for dums since World War II have
failed to legalize liquor sales.
all people equally."
Mr. Kinton reportedly disThe Henry County Grand
Jury consistently returns in- closed a survey of Henry
dictments against citizens for County at the secret meeting
violation of the liquor law which revealed that 8.6 per
while law enforcement offi- cent of Henry Countians drink
cials adopt a hands-off position liquor, indicating the county is
"drinking wet, but voting
dry."
Mr. Kinton has indicated he
intends to "make it hard on
ALBUM RELEASED — Key Quartet singers, whose album of
people who try to sell it" if an
equitable solution to the probgospel songs was released Monday in Nashville, are Mr. and
(Continued From Page One)
lem is not found.
Mrs Johnny Key (left), and Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus Key. The
Ow
Representatives of private
gery in California, his substiaccompanists are Lurene DePriest, pianist, and Clayburn
the
tute, Crawford Hanley is taking clubs conceded Friday that
of
Arnold, guitarist.
they had been told to stop sellthe route.
ha
Charles Smith who was the ing liquor. The private club
to
other Kirksey mailman is now representatives said they inMU
_
tended to comply with Mr.
taking Route Eight out of the
in
WHO
WANTS 'THE BALL? — Murray High's Dan
Stadium. Murray recovered the fumble but the whistle had
Murray Postoffice. Smith is Kinton's wishes.
Anderson (74) and Paul Bryant (32) hit George McFarland
blown the ball dead and the Pilots retained possession.
Information leaking from the
taking the overload on Route
Th
(44) of Fulton County hard enough to knock the ball (foreSeven and some on Routes One, secret meeting has touched off
a
ground) out of his hands in last night's game at Holland
a wave of discussion about
(Staff Photo by Gene McCirtcheon)
Two, and Four.
Wa
calling a new referendum. One
James R. Miller who has been petition was being prepared
WI
The Key Quartet, gospel
"Mission Records would like to the mailman from Lynn Grove for circulation Friday.
the
singing group from Paris, had a officially welcome the Key is now taking Route Seven out
Mr. Kinton said he also inhot
record album releasd Monday by Quartet as another addition to of Murray. His route still in- tended to examine the liquor
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
the
(Cesstinued Pram Psis I)
Mission Records of Nashville.
their family of recording artists. cludes those on the Lynn Grove problem in the other counties
ADULTS
92
lett
The album, "Living with Aslo
we
to and part of the boxes on Mur- under his jurisdiction.
would
like
NURSERY
eral fast backs last night in
5
Jesus," contains 12 selections in congratulate them for their ray Routes One and Four.
RIO DE JANEIRO — Part of note from captive U. S. AmCarroll, McCuiston, Mike Ryan September 4, 1969 Admissions
Th#
stereophonic sound.
A color performance upon this fine
The postoffices at Kirksey
and Johnny Williams as well
Mrs. Etta Bourland, Rte. 1, bassador to Brazil C. Burke Elbrick to his wife Elivra:
rep
picket features a photograph of gospel album. We feel certain and Lynn Grove are still in
as three reserve backs who did Benton; Mrs. Betty Wells, Rte.
for
"Please don't worry—I am trying not to."
the quartet and their ac- this will be a spiritual blessing to operation and will continue to
a good job. Jimmy Brandon, 5, Murray; Master Samuel Chadtric
companist.
their listeners for years to be so, according to Postmaster
190 pound Tiger fullback, bull- wick, 113 So. 13th St., Murray;
Be
CEFtRITOS, Calif. — Mrs. Pat Nixon returning to her homeThe quartet consists of Johnny come."
Nanny. Laverne Doores is the
ed his way through the Fulton Mrs. Mary Johnston, 403 E. 8th town
cro
(Continued
here and reminiscing about her youth:
Pram Pass One)
postmistress at Kirksey a n d
Key,lead; his wife, Lottie, tenor;
line several times to pick up St., Benton; Mrs. Betty Inman,
too
"Dick (President Nixon) and I lived eight miles apart and
Dolphus Key, bass, and his wife,
Gene E. Watson is- postmaster the United States have not said critical short yardage.
820, So. Nil St., Murray; Tom
onl:
at Lynn Grove.
Freda, alto. Accompanists are
The Murray High Band made Farmer, 412 So. 0th St., Mur- didn't know each other in those horse and buggy days. Our famera
they will observe the ceaseOther changes have been fire, called to honor President their debut last night before a ry*Y; Glen MOGI/wiry, 801 No. ily cemetery plots are next to each other, so I think we were
Lurene DePriest, pianist, and
it -1
routes
and Ho Chi Minh of North Viet- well filled stadium. Pretty
made in the various
Clayburn Arnold, guitarist.
ma- 18th St., Murray; Mrs. Floy Col- meant to be together."
many residents have had to nam, whose death was announc. jorettes led the strong
The accompanists are featured
Go
Black lins, Rte. 1, Dexter.
change their boxes from one ed Wednesday. A source close and Gold band in several
in one number, "Meeting in the (Continued From Pegs One)
spo
CHICAGO — A "Bra-less Friday" demonstrator after receivintri- September 4, 1969 Dismissals
program
side
the
will
road
of
go to the Celloto the. other. So. he -presidential palace in cate field maneuvers obviously
Mn. Joyce Wyatt, Rt. 1, ing a citation for pollaoing the--C.114e-ago River with brassierres:
Air." Other songs in the album
tru
are “He Will Set Your Fields on way County High FFA. Every- Nanny said -fie--ficed The 611-- Saigon said the matter was un- in a crowd pleasing exhibition. Kirksey; Mrs. Dell Finney, East
The
"It should absorb the pollution."
Fire," "Living With Jesus," "On one with riding horses as well fusion will be cleared up soon. der careful consideration.
The Tigers got 19 first downs Poplar, Murray; Mrs. Eula Alexbee
Each of the eight rural routes
the Sunny Banks," "For God So as the general public is cordit a
The United States in the past for the night with 10 for Ful- ander, Rte 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
WAPAKONETA,
Ohio
—
Mrs.
ially
Viola
Armstrong fulfilling a
invited to attend.
now have about four hundred has
the
Loved," "Joy in the Camp,'
followed the Saigon govern- ton. One of the nicest plays of Tolly Alexander, Rte. 1, Pur- promise
The Calaway FFA thanks the boxes. The mailmen are Ralph
to her son Neil, the first man to set foot on the moon:
into
"The Lights of Home," "I'm
ment in responding to similar the night was a double reverse year, Tenn.
New Providence, Wranglers, Finney, One; Robert Young,
"I fixed him apple dumplings and they turned out just perGoing Home,""Heaven,""In the
tease-fires, proclaimed by the by Fulton's James Moore which
and Calloway County Riding Two; Boyd Linn, Three; Alfred
fect."
caught
Rich
"Poor
the
Arms,"
left side of the MurShelter of His
Clubs for their cooperation in Young, Four; Thomas Herndon, Communists. It appeared as
Jtioeti
though Washington would do ray line asleep. Carlton took
Man", and "He Is My this activity
in helping to make Five; Hatton Garner, Six; James
the ball running to his left and
the same this time.
Everything."
the show possible.
R. Miller, Seven; Charles Smith,
He
Charlie Conerly, Kyle Rote, "All-.Xmencan backfield in the
Military police repulsed the passed it off to Moore who
The album was termed by
Eight:
Frank Gifford and Eddie Price -- 1950s - are all sports broadassault gear Da Nang with au- made it to the Murray 12 from
Louie S. Swift, Mission Records
City Remelt
We
tomatic weapons and small arms his own 35. This play was made
the New York football Giants' casters today.
production manager, and the
The nine mailmen in the City fire but
not before the dam- with seconds left on the score- Final rites for Mrs. J. B.
Rev. James T. Case, associate
of Murray have 4,123 stops to age
oth
.
al
had been done. The U. S. board and aided Fulton in (Tdyrtie) McDougal were held•
manager, "one of the finest
make on their routes, Nanny Command
this morning at ten o'clock at
fate
two
reaching
said
of
the
the
dead
Murray
2
where
available
on
gospel recordgins
said.
and 36 of the wounded were the ball went over to the Tig- the chapel of the J. H. ChurProf. John Gordon Taylor
the market today."
City mailmen are Raphael
chill Funeral Home with Dr.
Unl
er&
"The Key Quartet solicits your will be the guest speaker at the Jones, One; Pete Farley, Two: Marine prisoners.
B. C. Chiles officiating.
coin
Many
of
the
Communist
rocmeeting
Sigma
of
the
Departprayers as they endeavor to
Roy Newsome, Three; Charles
Pallbearers were H. P. Vinfol
kets and mortar rounds rained
continue serving the cause of ment of the Murray Woman's Lamb, Four; Donald Crawford,
son, R. L. Ward, C. D. Vinson,
Nang
on
Da
and
nearby miliChristiantly through their par- Club to be held Monday, Sep- Five; Lloyd Boyd, Six; Jerry
Jr., Bill Crouse, Dale Myers,
We
tary installations from sites
ticipation in concerts and gospel tember 8, at 6:30 p.m. at the Pierce, Seven; Sammy Farley,
and Charles Vinson. Burial was
grai
near
the
landmark
of
Marble
club
house.
Eight; John McKee and Marsingings," a Mission Records
in the Murray Cemetery with
Jive
Mountain just outside the city.
The
speaker
is
with
the
Edugie
Bagwell, career subs, alterthe arrangements by the J. H.
news release said.
larg
Although the Communists
cation
Department,
Murray nate on Nine.
Churchill Funeral Home.
yes
heavily pounded the Da Nang
State University, and will speak
The Theta Department of the
Jerry Ford is the relief mail- area,
Mrs. McDougal, age 81, died
get
the
total
number
of
shellon "Let's Keep Our Teenagers man for five of the routes each
Murray Woman's Club will Thursday at the Westview
loa
ing attacks throughout South
in School".
have a patio picnic at the club Nursing Home.
week. J. Raymond Jones is tha
oth
Vietnam
dropped
overnight,
A
potluck
supper
will be parcel post carrier.
house on Monday, September
Survivors are her husband,
ICastinesod From Oar, Ono)
math
spokesmen
said.
Elsewhere,
served. Hostesses are Mesdamee
8, at 6:30 p.m.
Officials at the Postoffice are
J. S. McDougal; daughter, Mrs.
and
fare system over tne past twen- Morgan Sisk, W. J.
Pitman, Nanny, Postmaster; Cleo Sykes. fighting flared Friday in the
Mrs. Dan Hutson will present Cleburne Adams; sister, Mrs.
be #
ty years has been the gradual Gene Steely, Don
Overbey, Ro- Assistant Postmaster; G. B. providences separating Saigon the program on "Never Tease Ida Barbee; brother, Clarence
creation of an attitude which bert Buckingham,
from
the
Cambodian
border
to
and Z. C. Jones, Superintendent of Mails.
Dinosaur". Hostesses are Vinson.
We
does not respond to reason. Enix.
the North. Spokesmen said A
Mesdarnes A. G. Wilson, Ben
Clerks are Hillard Rogers,
in
Any time that an individual beOfficers are Mrs. 0. B. Preston Jones, Norman Klapp, American forces fought eight Trevathan, Ken Adams, and
lieves that he can live well Boone, Jr.,
chairman; Mrs. Bai- James Swann, John Lassiter, battles, killing 120 of the Com- Ray Brownfield.
without working, supply his ley Gore, vice-chairman;
Mrs. Randolph Story, Don Wells, munists at the cost of 11 dead
Officers are Mrs. Cliff Campfamily with food, clothing and B bby Nix
Crawford. secretary; Millard Carman, Roy Folsom, and 44 wounded.
Mrs. Ken
bell, chairman;
shelter without putting forth Mrs. Dan Overbey,
treasurer
and Larry Hurt.
Adams, vice-chairman;
Mrs.
effort, and spends his time tryCommittees are Mesdames
Lee Tinsley, secretary; Mrs.
NOW YOU KNOW
Substitute clerks are Billie
ing to qualify for programs ra- Gore,
Thomas L. Hopkins, and Farley, Louise Donaldson, and
John Nance, treasurer.
COLUMBIA, S. C. (UPI) —
ther than seeking a job, then
James Claypool, program; Mrs. Donnie Edwards.
by United Press international
The program committee is James F. Byrnes showed a third
his whole outlook changes until
Joe Hal Spann, kindergarten;
Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
In her attempt to reach the composed of Mesdames Adams, straight day of improvement
Custodians are Alfred Barfinally he feels he is "due"
Mrs. James Boone, sunshine; nett and Henry Doran.
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
Robert New World the Mayflower was A. G. Wilson, Ben Trevathan, Friday in his fight against a
these things What used to
Mrs. W. J. Pitman, civic; Mrs. Steele is serving now
—
.1. C. GallImore
—
as sub- forced to turn back to port Ray Brownfield, and Dr. Evelyn heart attack which hospitalized
be the result of hard work are
Z. C. Enix, publicity; Mrs. Don- stitute custodian
while Mr. Bar- twice because of the leaky con- Bradley. Mrs. J. B. Burkeen is him a week ago.
now described as "rights".
ald Henry, eye screening clinic; nett is ill.
dition of an accompanying publicity chairman, Mrs. HarDr. A. 'Lard Josey said the
Ed
Mrs. Harold Hurt, beauty conship, the Speedy. The Mayflow- old G. Beaman, birthday party 90-year-old elder statesman apThis almost impenetrable attinem
test; Mrs. Bill Wyatt, finenre,
er made it on her own on the chairman, Mrs. Nat Beale, civic peared "somewhat stronger."
tude has drained down to many
4iNg.o ANNII U
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1
this
U.4=110 41Nej.
Mesdames James Frank, Frank
third attempt after making chairman, and Mrs. Charles Josey said Byrnes temperature
young people with the resulting
Murr
Fazi, Walter Jones, Jr., Bobby
sunshine
chairman.
Hale,
had dropped, his heart action
mom on board for the Speedy's
campus chaos, almost complete
TREATED THURSDAY
pital
Grogan,
Robert
V.
Johnson,
AlMrs. Castle Parker and Mrs. was better and his lungs were
passengers.
lack of responsibility, and the
tend#
len Russell, and Richard On,
J. D. Outland are finance clearing.
holding up of values which are
Sam
Eurie
Garland
of
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Se
telephone.
chairman;
Mesdames
Haro'd
worthless.
South 9th Street was treated
TWO CITED
of
Eversmeyer, Robert Jones, Roy
at the emergency room of the
etten
Fortunately these people are
Two persons were cited by Starks, Edward Shroat, and A
Murray-Calloway County Hoscon,
L.
Hough
the
are
telephone
on
in the minority, but unfortunpital on Thursday. His injur- the Murray Police Department
form
ately we have people in authories from a bicycle accident were yesterday afternoon and last committee.
vives
GET RID 06
The hearing committee is
ity with the same ideas who
not listed on the report, accord- night. They were for public
TI
composed
of
Mesdames
R.
K
believe the majority should
PESTS
LOCATED ON BAILY ROAD OUT FROM
drunkenness and driving while
ing to hospital authorities.
siden
Carpenter,
Roy Starks, W. L.
suffer to pamper this minority.
intoxicated.
twen
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Pinkston, A. G. Wilson, Dale
"A Time To Build" is the
socia
121 1
Lemons, C. W. Jones, Castle
A change must take place subject of the sermon chosen
pany
Parker, Harold
Eversmeyer,
whereby the thirfty are re- by Bro. Bill Threet for the SunROACHES
has
Robert Hopkins, and Lee Tinswarded and the shiftless pena- day morning service at 10:50 at
Carry Germs
tle-W
lized. At the moment the exact the Seventh and Poplar Church
ley.
SPIDERS
form
reverse is true.
Are Poison
of Christ.
Mr
TERMITES
The scripture reading will be
wife,
PLANNED AND ENGINEERED
Eat Your Home
from Ephesians 3:14-19 and
and
will be read by Steve Steele.
both
FOR
YOUR COMFORT AND CONVIENCE
Locally owned and operat.
Prayers will be led by James
Murr
ad for 20 years. We can be
0. Lamb and Johnny Bohanncia
ise
readied 24 hours a day.
The six p.m. sermon subject
Matt
Betty Lowry was the meda- for Bro. Threet will be "Suctwo
Call
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For
FREE
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list for the regular ladies day cessful But Failure" with the
of C
Inspection
golf held at the Calloway Coun- scripture reading from I Timoof A
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753-3914
ing to its value for such uses.
ty Country Club on Wednesday. thy 6:11-16 read by Jerry HowHe
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Association. LCP-190
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song service and James Thur.
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appeal eMecially to an estimat•
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Changes

Nashville Firm Releases
Key Quartet Gospel Album

Tigers Roll

Hospital Report

Quotes From The News

Heaviest

Riding Show

Rites Held Today
For Mrs. McDougal

Sigma Department
To Meet Monday

1

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

Theta Department
Plans For Picnic

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

SEEN & HEARD . ..

HAZEL CAFE

Byrnes Shows Slight
Improvement Today

1
i

Sermon Subjects
Are Announced

SEPTEM BER_
E3I RT HDAY?

Betty Lowry Is
Calloway Medalist

NOW SERVING
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH *
* COUNTRY HAM & STEAKS *

NOW OPEN!
MOBILE HOME VILLAGE
LARGE SPACES

Registration

WATER & SEWERS

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

CABLEVISION AVAILABLE
153-3895
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